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The Virtual Cloud Network is how VMware connects and secures 
applications and data across private, public, and edge clouds. VMware 
NSX-T Data Center™ is the flagship product that delivers on this vision 
and helps customers implement the public cloud experience in their 
private clouds.

17,000+ customers use NSX today, including 91 of the Fortune 100 and 
8 of the top 10 telecommunication companies.

The way applications are architected and deployed has changed in the 
digital enterprise. Modern apps now run on multiple cloud providers and 
make use of heterogeneous compute platforms such as containers, virtual 
machines, and bare metal. With the advent of microservices, releases and 
deployments are extremely frequent. Networks must adapt, increasing 
their agility to meet these increased demands. They must also support 
the endpoints wherever the application is deployed—on any cloud on 
any compute.

NSX-T is uniquely designed to address these requirements. An enabler  
of new use cases, NSX-T brings architectural enhancements, security,  
and operational benefits to this API-driven, modern apps world.

In this book, we will discuss the top use cases for migrating to NSX-T:

• Distributed applications on multicloud

• Cloud-scale networking performance, resiliency, and resource efficiency

• Intrinsic security with complete internal firewall

• Full stack networking and security for modern apps

• Multi-cloud security and governance

• Network policy automation and consistent operation

Introduction
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We will share the network designs considerations, migration best practices, 
and step-by-step processes used by VMware and partners to help with 
the migration journey to NSX-T. Although we cannot share some of the 
customer names, we are sharing the actual process details from real  
world migrations.

Distributed Applications on Multicloud
Customer Situation: Customers optimize different tiers of applications on 
different infrastructure and across different cloud providers for economic, 
availability, and performance reasons. ESG’s September 2019 survey of 
200 IT decision makers indicated that 88% of the survey respondents  
use both IaaS and on-premises infrastructure.

Multi-compute, Multi-cloud: Modern distributed applications are deployed 
on a variety of compute platforms such as virtual machines, containers, 
and bare metal—all on multi-cloud. NSX-T provides full stack networking 
and security for both traditional and modern cloud-native applications 
with multi-compute (e.g., virtual machine, container, bare metal), multi-
hypervisor (e.g., VMware vSphere®, KVM) and multi-cloud (e.g., AWS, 
Azure, GCP) support. In addition to vSphere, NSX-T adds support for the 
KVM hypervisor using Open vSwitch. Multi-hypervisor support provides 
virtualization admins their choice of hypervisor platforms while letting them 
centralize network operations through NSX, eliminating management of 
disparate silos.

Cloud-Scale Networking Performance, 
Resiliency, and Resource Efficiency
Customer Situation: Customers running complex networks with tens 
of thousands of switchports are looking for solutions that provide 
redundancy and scale-out flexibility to address business continuity 
use cases.

Resource Efficiency with NSX Manager Appliance: NSX-T delivers 
cloud-scale networking performance, resiliency, and resource efficiency. 
The VMware NSX® Controller™ is an advanced distributed state system 
that controls the virtual network deployment in NSX-T. It has been 
combined with VMware® NSX Manager™ into a cluster of highly available 
virtual appliances that provide redundancy and scale-out flexibility. 
Converged NSX Manager clusters use 25% fewer VMs, enabling a 
highly available management plane and reducing the likelihood of 
NSX operational failures.
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Resiliency at the Edge: The VMware NSX® Edge™ node, responsible 
for NSX Services (e.g., NAT, firewall, load balancer), now comes in two 
form factors—VM and bare metal. Both leverage Intel DPDK (Data Plane 
Development Kit) acceleration for the transport and uplink networks. 
The throughput performance of the NSX Edge has been dramatically 
improved—above 35 Gbps for all types of traffic loads—and offers  
sub-second failover.

Figure 1.1 East/West and North/South Performance of NSX-T’s Bare Metal Edges

These higher levels of scale, resiliency, and performance make NSX-T 
a compelling platform for enterprises looking for business continuity 
solutions.

Intrinsic Security with Complete Internal Firewall
Customer Situation: Customers with hardware-based security appliances 
have teams dedicated to security device management. Security appliances 
require frequent maintenance, such as patch updates and signature tuning, 
to guarantee security and compliance. Managing security appliances 
tends to be challenging and arduous because security professionals 
must maintain a master set of rules that apply to all traffic types for each 
appliance. At the same time, the same security team triaging critical alerts 
also has to write security rules and deal with false positives. Additionally, 
appliances tend to be sized for peak loads, leading to overprovisioning 
and over-purchase of hardware.
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As part of NSX-T, NSX Advanced Threat Protection (ATP) provides a 
tightly integrated set of network detection and response capabilities for 
east/west security within data center and multi-cloud environments. NSX 
Network Detection and Response (NDR) has the broadest set of detection 
capabilities that span the industry’s only fully distributed network IDS/IPS. 
NDR offers behavior-based network traffic analysis and the NSX Advanced 
Threat Analyzer—a sandbox environment based on a full-system emulation 
technology that has visibility into every malware interaction. Powered by 
AI, NSX NDR correlates these events across multiple assets and hops. 
This results in fewer security-relevant intrusion events while organizing 
essential information into a timeline for rapid threat hunting and response. 
Together, these products provide the most effective prevention of lateral 
malware movement along with comprehensive protection against a wide 
range of known and unknown advanced threats.

Native IDS/IPS: An integral part of VMware Advanced Threat Protection, 
VMware NSX-T 3.0 introduces VMware NSX Distributed IDS/IPS, an 
advanced threat detection engine that is purpose-built to detect lateral 
threat movement on east/west network traffic across multi-cloud environments. 
Enterprises can leverage the unique distributed architecture and the 
associated application context to replace discrete IDS appliances, granularly 
inspect east/west network traffic to detect both known and unknown 
threats, and assist with regulatory compliance. Curated signature distribution, 
based on actual applications running on the hosts, reduces computational 
overhead. NSX 3.0 is a step further towards our goal of extending NSX’s 
intrinsic security approach from every workload to data center, multi-cloud, 
and edge.

Native Distributed Intelligence Engine in VMware® NSX Intelligence™: 
VMware NSX for vSphere (NSX-V) provides flow monitoring statistics for 
administrators to monitor the top flows, destinations, and sources. NSX-T 
provides a natively built and managed distributed analytics engine through 
NSX Intelligence. By distributing analysis processing to each hypervisor, 
NSX Intelligence eliminates the need for the large, complex, centralized 
appliances required by most security analytics products. NSX Intelligence 
sends only relevant metadata to a lightweight central repository where it 
is used to build machine learning models and further analysis. Multiple 
analytics applications can be built on this foundational platform, spanning 
intelligent policy formulation, security analytics, and network analytics. 
The first set of use cases for NSX Intelligence center around intelligent 
policy formulation, including: application dependency mapping and 
hierarchical application topology visualization; detailed workload inventory 
and continuous flow monitoring; firewall recommendations and repository; 
and policy compliance.
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Context-aware Micro-segmentation with NSX Intelligence: NSX 
Intelligence can be used as a micro-segmentation planning tool that 
shows the relationships between services within applications, creates 
recommendation rule sets, and lets administrators automate the 
implementation with a few simple clicks. Implementing micro-segmentation 
requires deep knowledge of the network and application topology; NSX 
Intelligence can provide a baseline for the ruleset and help administrators 
customize the ruleset for their particular environment while reducing the 
heavy upfront design work.

With NSX Intelligence, network and security teams have data center-wide 
visibility into applications, including their security posture, and can simplify 
compliance analysis.

Figure 1.2 NSX-T provides a complete internal firewall that includes advanced threat protection 

and threat intelligence for L2 to L7 security control.

Full Stack Networking and Security for 
Modern Apps
Customer Situation: Enterprises large and small are undergoing application 
transformation to stay ahead of the competition. Modernizing applications 
using containers and microservices has emerged as the dominant 
software development pattern. Kubernetes has become the de facto 
container orchestration platform. The latest CNCF survey1 shows that 
44% of enterprises with more than 5000 employees already have 
Kubernetes running in production. Instead of building a separate network 
for containers, customers looking to converge the networks for virtual 
machines and containers can leverage NSX-T as a unified networking  
and security solution.

1 2019 CNCF Survey (https://www.cncf.io/wp-content/uploads/2020/08/CNCF_Survey_Report.pdf)

https://www.cncf.io/wp-content/uploads/2020/08/CNCF_Survey_Report.pdf
https://www.cncf.io/wp-content/uploads/2020/08/CNCF_Survey_Report.pdf
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NSX Container Interface Plugin (NCP): NSX-T provides the Container 
Networking Interface (CNI) for Kubernetes with the NSX Container Plugin 
(NCP). NCP is a flexible CNI implementation with adapters for vSphere 
with Tanzu, VMware® Tanzu™, upstream Kubernetes, Cloud Foundry, and 
OpenShift. NCP is highly extensible and can support future Kubernetes 
platform by adding adapters. NCP provides the full stack networking 
and security for Kubernetes including distributed switching, routing, 
firewalling, load balancing, and IPAM. In particular, NCP supports all load 
balancer types used in Kubernetes—service of type clusterIP and load 
balancer, and Kubernetes Ingress. The container inventory provides a 
global view of all containers managed along with insight into container 
health and status.

NSX in vSphere 7 with Tanzu: NSX has been designed for vSphere 7 with 
Tanzu to provide full stack L2 to L7 networking and security, supporting 
both the supervisor clusters and the Tanzu Kubernetes clusters. This 
enables virtualization administrators to provide developers self service  
on their choice of application types—from pods to virtual machines to  
fully conformant Kubernetes clusters.

Multi-cloud Security and Governance
Customer Situation: Customers that deploy their applications across 
multiple cloud providers have to implement separate security policies 
for each cloud provider. Because each cloud provider offers its own 
proprietary security framework, it is nearly impossible to implement  
a consistent policy across multiple providers.

Policy Consistency with NSX Cloud: Using the same management plane 
and control plane as NSX-T, NSX Cloud delivers consistent networking 
and security for applications, running either in the private data center or 
natively in the public cloud.

Lower OpEx with NSX Cloud: By letting network admins define a common 
set of networking and security policies across public clouds such as AWS 
and Azure, NSX Cloud significantly improves scalability, control, and 
visibility while also lowering OpEx.

Improve Security and Operational Control: NSX Cloud provides deployment 
flexibility using NSX constructs or native public cloud constructs with 
scalable application control across virtual networks, availability zones, 
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regions, and public clouds. Extending operational control into AWS 
GovCloud and Azure Government, customers can move sensitive 
workloads into the cloud with added security while addressing  
compliance mandates.

Network Policy Automation and Consistent Operations

Customer Situation: Customers have been operating multi-site for years. 
They tend to look for policy automation—through either an API or UI—and 
the ability to deploy a set of consistent policies globally rather than to 
each site individually. They also look for granular controls where specific 
policies can be applied on a regional and/or global basis.

NSX Federation: NSX federation helps deliver a public cloud-like 
operating model for network operators by simplifying the consumption 
of networking and security constructs. It helps maintain consistent 
networking and security policy across the enterprise from a single pane 
of glass. Federation enables management of the network as a single 
entity without using manual mechanisms to stitch the network together. 
It also unifies operational silos and inconsistent tooling in networking 
and security across enterprise locations that often hinder the pace of 
application innovation.

Network Automation with NSX-T: By bringing network and security 
closer to the applications wherever they are deployed, NSX-T provides 
a simplified UI and a declarative policy model that simplifies the 
management of networks. It allows for provisioning of networks with a 
single API call or a few clicks in the UI. NSX-T delivers business value in 
terms of hardware displacement and operational efficiency. Unlike the 
imperative API-model from NSX-V where configuration steps are called  
out, NSX-T REST APIs are declarative. This means it is easy to define a 
desired state, and if the actual state does not match, the system will  
adjust itself to match the desired state. This, in turn, makes 
troubleshooting and operationalizing NSX-T much easier.

Full Stack Automation: NSX-T has a declarative API that simplifies 
automation using human-readable JSON configuration for the network, 
shifting from a tedious list of imperative commands for automating the 
network to a holistic configuration approach that centers around  
the application.
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Figure 1.3 From the API call, the intent engine in NSX-T Manager would understand the intent 

and schedule the tasks necessary to achieve the desired outcome.

Official Support of Configuration Management Tools: Organizations 
that are already using configuration management tools like Ansible and 
Terraform for DevOps are expanding their use for network automation. 
With NSX-T, VMware provides official support for Ansible with the NSX-T 
Ansible modules and Terraform with the NSX Terraform Provider; NSX-V 
offers community support only.

Installation Enhancements: Unlike NSX-V Manager that was intricately 
tied to vCenter, NSX-T Manager functions independently from vCenter. 
Starting with the initial installation of NSX-T Manager from the OVA onto 
a virtual machine, all interactions with the NSX-T Manager can be done 
via the APIs, SDKs, or CLI. This gives a network engineer full access to 
manage the NSX-T environment—including day 0/1/2 operations—without 
vCenter intervention.

Improved User Interface: NSX-T improves usability by adding a search- 
oriented UI, logical topology view, and getting started wizard. Customers  
can also customize the default NSX-T dashboard to streamline 
their workflows.

CapEx and OpEx Advantage
Customer Situation: Security appliances tend to be sized for peak loads, 
leading to overprovisioning and over-purchase of hardware.

Industry Results: As reported in the 2020 Forrester Total Economic 
Impact study, the composite company using NSX experienced an 
operational cost avoidance for decommissioned and avoided hardware 
totaling $741,336. Additionally, due to better utilization, these organizations 
were able to retire 30% of their existing hardware infrastructure while 
avoiding the maintenance costs. Companies using NSX experienced a 
reduction of 22,000 personnel hours in 3 years through automation  
and improved workflows.
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What’s Next?
Here’s a preview of all the upcoming chapters.

Chapter 2 serves as a guide for the NSX-T Data Center Migration 
Coordinator. It provides information both for moving from NSX-V to 
NSX-T as well as details on migrating networking configurations from 
vSphere to NSX-T.

Chapter 3 discusses a small-scale migration with a main NSX-V use case 
of micro-segmentation without additional SDN components. NSX-V was 
implemented to protect business-critical applications and databases—
including Oracle, SQL, MySQL, web applications, DMZ applications,  
and infrastructure services—from lateral and external threats.

Chapter 4 examines processes, outcomes, and lessons learned from 
a large-scale migration of more than 100 ESXi hosts across two data 
centers. This environment had implemented several key NSX-V features 
including software-defined networking, micro-segmentation, identity 
firewall for virtual desktops, load balancing, VPN, and disaster recovery 
for the business-critical applications.

Chapter 5 presents a more detailed network design going from a traditional 
3-tier data center network to a spine-leaf architecture with hardware 
replatforming for an SAP environment.

Chapter 6 provides a list of resources to help customers make the journey 
to NSX-T. It includes the NSX-V to NSX-T resources on VMware.com, links 
to the NSX-V to NSX-T Hands-on Labs & NSX-V to NSX-T Assessment 
Tool, customer case studies, and more.
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How to Migrate from NSX-V 
to NSX-T

This chapter focuses on the options available for migrating from NSX-V 
to NSX-T. It dives deeper into one approach that leverages Migration 
Coordinator—a built-in, automated, fully supported migration tool. 
Knowledge of both of NSX-V and NSX-T is essential for a successful 
outcome. Please review the design guides for the specific versions of NSX.

• VMware NSX for vSphere Network Virtualization Design Guide

• VMware NSX-T Reference Design

Additionally, try out NSX-T in a lab environment to get hands-on experience 
with the product before embarking on a migration project.

High Level Options to Migrate to NSX-T
At a high level, there are three primary approaches—co-exist, lift and 
shift, and in-place—for migrating to NSX-T. These options are visualized 
in Figure 2.1.

Figure 2.1 High Level Migration Approaches

https://communities.vmware.com/docs/DOC-27683
https://communities.vmware.com/docs/DOC-37591
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Co-Exist

In this model, NSX-T is deployed alongside NSX-V. The two infrastructures 
may share some hardware resources such as management and Edge 
clusters. Migration in this case is limited to deploying new apps in the 
new infrastructure and letting the old apps die over time. As the NSX-T 
environment grows and NSX-V environment shrinks, compute resources 
may be repurposed from NSX-V to NSX-T.

Figure 2.2 shows one possible design for the co-exist model. While only 
management is shared in this design, it would also be possible to share 
Edge clusters. In the case of NSX-T, customers may also choose to deploy 
bare metal Edges.

Figure 2.2 Co-Exist

This model is useful when planning to deploy NSX-T with a different 
architecture/design. In this case, NSX-T design does not depend on the 
existing NSX-V; however, there is an additional burden of managing two 
different infrastructures.

Lift-and-Shift Migration Model

With this method, NSX-T infrastructure is deployed in parallel along with 
the existing NSX-V infrastructure. The key difference from the co-exist 
model is migration of the configuration and workloads from NSX-V to 
NSX-T. In this model, there are two distinct steps of migration:

1. Configuration Migration

2. Workload Migration
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Configuration Migration Approaches

There are several approaches available for configuration migration. 

1. Migration Coordinator – Modular Migration: Migration Coordinator  
is a free tool that is included in NSX-T Manager appliance. With 
the NSX-T 3.1 Data Center release, Migration Coordinator includes 
Modular Migration, a feature that enables configuration migration. 
In this first release, Modular Migration supports migrating firewall 
rules and groups via API.

2. Scripting: An alternate approach is to use scripting if such expertise 
exists in house. Scripting provides flexibility in terms of how and what 
gets migrated; however, it may require significant effort.

3. Third Party Tools: A third approach is to use a third party tool such as 
SPJ’s cITopus or RestNSX MAT.

This chapter will focus on the Migration Coordinator’s Modular Migration 
feature.

Advantages of Lift and Shift Migration

In the lift-and-shift model of migration, customers have the flexibility 
to both rearchitect and choose the components to migrate from 
NSX-V to NSX-T. 

Design Flexibility

Modular Migration allows customers to rearchitect their NSX-T design. 
They could deploy a new edge design—ECMP or Active Standby—without 
matching it with their existing NSX-V. They could leverage the tier-0 and 
tier-1 constructs from the NSX-T in ways that may not have been possible 
or were not done with NSX-V.

Component Migration Flexibility

Modular Migration allows customers to choose what gets migrated. 
Options include:

1. Which workloads are migrated over to NSX-T

2. What hardware can be repurposed into NSX-T as the NSX-V  
workload footprint decreases.
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Migration Timing Flexibility

Modular Migration also allows timing the migration based on workload 
requirements. In cases where there are multiple workloads, each with their 
own maintenance and downtime windows, Modular Migration would help 
break this down into multiple steps for individual workload migration.

Minimal Downtime

Modular Migration, in combination with NSX-T bridging and vSphere 
vMotion, helps minimize downtime while moving workloads over to NSX-T. 
There are two areas that could potentially contribute to downtime. 

1. Moving the north/south gateway over to NSX-T.

2. Moving the workloads to NSX-T Data Center using vMotion.

Downsides to Lift-and-Shift Migration

While the lift-and-shift approach has benefits such as on-demand planning 
and migration based on workload requirements, there are certain downsides 
that need to be considered.

Separate hardware

NSX-T and NSX-V cannot coexist on a single host, so there is a need for 
separate HW to run NSX-T-based compute clusters. Separate does not 
necessarily mean new. Some customers have leveraged existing HW to 
carve out resources that can be released from NSX-V and reallocated to 
NSX-T. This approach is slower and requires moving hardware resources 
to NSX-T as workloads are migrated. Another approach is to use new 
hardware where the migration aligns with a refresh cycle. In this case, 
NSX-T could be installed on the new hardware.

vMotion

vMotion may be needed to move the existing workloads; however, 
vMotion has certain limitations which could result in downtime based on 
the approaches available. Review the KB article 56991, vMotion Between 
VDS/VSS and N-VDS (NSX-T switch), for more details.

Managing policy

A workload may exist in either of the two infrastructures. There may be a 
need to add or remove new workloads or to change the security posture. 
Care should be taken to update both infrastructures to ensure that these 
modifications do not compromise the security posture.

https://kb.vmware.com/s/article/56991
https://kb.vmware.com/s/article/56991
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Managing two infrastructures

Plan for supporting two different environments for the duration of  
the migration.

In-Place Migration 

The final model, in-place migration, leverages NSX-T’s built-in Migration 
Coordinator tool. Available since version 2.4, Migration Coordinator helps 
with replacing NSX-V in place on existing hardware. It imports an 
existing configuration for application on the new NSX-T infrastructure in a 
workflow that is similar to an upgrade with very little downtime. Migration 
Coordinator is also fully automated and has pre-migration checks to 
ensure successful migration. 

The Migration Coordinator tool also supports maintenance mode, 
automatically placing ESXi hosts into maintenance mode and vMotioning 
VMs off before replacing the VIBs. This feature was introduced in NSX-T 
3.0. The goal of this tool is to completely transform an existing NSX-V 
infrastructure into NSX-T. Later sections of this chapter will focus on 
Migration Coordinator.

Migration Coordinator Tool
This tool was initially introduced with NSX-T 2.4 and has had several 
updates increasing its usability and adding health check capabilities.

The following are steps are recommended during an NSX-T migration:

0. Learn and try out NSX-T

a. Learn more with curated learning paths on NSX TECH ZONE

b. Try out for free with an NSX-T Hands-on Lab 

1. Prepare NSX-V for migration

2. Install NSX-T Manager appliances; Migration Coordinator is tool 
located within NSX-T

3. Import configuration from NSX-V

4. Check and resolve any configuration issues

5. Migrate configuration

6. Migrate Edges

7. Migrate hosts

8. Finish configuration

https://nsx.techzone.vmware.com/
https://my.vmware.com/en/web/vmware/evalcenter?p=nsx-t-hol-dc-20
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Migration Coordinator as an Assessment Tool for Migration

Migration Coordinator may also be used as an assessment tool to check 
whether the existing NSX-V environment is suitable for migration with 
Migration Coordinator. This is non-disruptive and does not make any 
changes to the NSX-V infrastructure.

Rollback

Migration Coordinator allows GUI-driven rollback for all the steps except 
the final step of moving the hosts to NSX-T. Since Migration Coordinator 
can stop after each cluster is migrated, its possible to use a small cluster 
with only a few nodes to validate the post-migration status prior to 
migrating the entire NSX-V infrastructure over to NSX-T.

Migration Steps in General
The following sections detail tasks recommended for both in-parallel  
and in-place migration.

Understand NSX

Before starting migration, get to know the differences between NSX-V and 
NSX-T. Since NSX-V is already in place and should be familiar, try building 
an NSX-T lab infrastructure and get to know that platform hands on. One 
option for this is to try out the Getting Started with NSX-T hands-on labs. 

As mentioned previously, review the design guides for both the product 
lines to understand their full details:

1. VMware NSX for vSphere Network Virtualization Design Guide

2. VMware NSX-T Reference Design

Plan the Migration Approach

Understand the workloads that are running on NSX-V. This will help figure 
out whether a quick in-place migration or a longer in-parallel approach 
would be better.

Install NSX-T Manager Appliances and Edges

For both the in-parallel and in-place approaches, begin the migration 
process by installing the NSX-T Manager appliances. Some of these 
components may share resources with the existing NSX-V infrastructure. 
For example, NSX-T Manager appliances may be installed in the same 
management cluster as the older NSX-V Manager components.

Note that NSX-T Manager is installed via an OVA and not the Manager UI.

https://my.vmware.com/en/web/vmware/evalcenter?p=nsx-t-hol-dc-20
https://communities.vmware.com/docs/DOC-27683
https://communities.vmware.com/docs/DOC-37591
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Import Configuration from NSX-V

The next step would be to import the configuration from the existing 
NSX-V infrastructure. Based on the chosen migration strategy, this could 
happen in couple of ways.

With an in-place migration using Migration Coordinator, configuration 
import is automated. 

For the Lift and Shift migration, there are several approaches based 
on the migration strategy. Some customers like to start off fresh using 
a different design and security posture and move the workloads over. 
Others prefer to keep the new NSX-T infrastructure consistent with the 
existing infrastructure. With either approach, the new NSX-T infrastructure 
needs to be built up with the right networking components and security 
posture. Some parts of this migration, such as importing security posture, 
could potentially be automated.

Apply Configuration on NSX-T

The imported configuration needs to be applied on the NSX-T infrastructure. 
With the Migration Coordinator tool, using in-place approach, this step is 
a single-click automated process to move the entire configuration over to 
NSX-T. Even in the case of lift and shift, modular migration allows moving 
the DFW and Groups over with a single API call. 

Lift and Shift Model—Migrating Workloads

At this point NSX-T infrastructure should be up and running with the 
right configuration and ready to accept workloads. Migrating workloads 
over could mean downtime based on the approach taken to migrate. 
To minimize downtime, use NSX-T Bridge. Details are in the workload 
migration section.

In-Place–Migrating Edges and Hosts

Migrate Edges

The next step is to move the north/south connectivity over to NSX-T. In 
this special instance migration, NSX-T is able to use VXLAN in addition to 
Geneve. Because of this feature, NSX-T Edges can talk to workloads on 
the existing NSX-V infrastructure and communicate with the existing  
NSX-V-based hosts and associated VTEPs.

Migrate Hosts

The final step in this process is to move the hosts over to NSX-T. Note  
that after this action, changes cannot be reverted.
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Lift and Shift Migration
Modular Migration is a feature introduced with NSX-T 3.1 release. This 
feature enables Lift and Shift Migration approach to migrate DFW rules 
and groups. With the current release, this feature is available via API. 
The following section describes how to use Migration Coordinator for 
Lift and Shift Migration.

Lift and Shift Migration Prerequisites

Following are some prerequisites that need to be met before running 
Migration Coordinator’s Modular Migration. Some of the prerequisites, 
are generic to running Migration Coordinator.

1. NSX for vSphere and the vSphere must be in stable green state 

2. Export version of Distributed Firewall must be set to 1000

3. Migration Coordinator on the NSX-T Manager appliance must be enabled 
via ssh using the command “start service migration-coordinator”

4. NSX-T Manager Appliance has a compute-manager connecting to 
vSphere with the source NSX-V instance

5. Change the default MAC address of the NSX-T virtual distributed router

Additional requirements to run Modular Migration include:

1. No unpublished firewall rules on the NSX for vSphere

2. NSX-T configured with the desired topology but with no user  
defined DFW rules

3. NSX-T deployed with enough compute nodes to accommodate 
workloads migrated via vMotion

4. Matching the VNI of the segments on the NSX-T side with the 
segment ID of logical segments on the NSX-V side

5. To minimize downtime, deploy NSX-T bridge to extend each logical 
segment on the NSX-V into NSX-T Data Center segments

Start Migration Coordinator Service

The service for Migration Coordinator is not started by default. You could 
use the UI to quickly check whether Migration Coordinator is running by 
looking under the system tab on top and migrate on the left side menu. 
Going to the migrate page before starting the Migration Coordinator 
service will display a message on top of screen stating that the Migration 
Coordinator needs to be enabled.
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Figure 2.3 Migration Coordinator Service is disabled by default

This tool needs to be enabled from CLI. Log into the NSX-T Manager CLI 
and run the following command:

nsx-manager> start service migration-coordinator

Once the service is enabled, the migrate page on NSX-T UI changes 
to display the migration options. However, Modular Migration is only 
available via API in the current release. Hence, use the UI to only confirm 
whether the Migration Coordinator is running.

Matching VNI

To match the firewall rules and groups, the VNI (overlay id) of segments 
on the NSX-T Data Center side should match the segment ID of logical 
segments on the NSX-V side.

In Figure 2.4, the segment ID of App_Tier_Logical_Switch is 5001.
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Figure 2.4 NSX-V Logical Switches – Showing Segment ID

When creating the matching segment on NSX-T, the VNI should match the 
corresponding logical switch. The NSX-T API allows specifying the overlay 
ID to use when creating a segment. For example, to create the segment 
“App” with the overlay ID: 5001, use the following API call:

URL https://nsxt-manager/policy/api/v1/infra/segments/App?force=true

Method PATCH

Payload: { “type” : “ROUTED”,
  “subnets” : [ {” “gateway_address” : “172.16.20.1/24”,
    “network” : “172.16.20.0/24””
    “} ],
  “connectivity_path” : “/infra/tier-0s/T0-GW-01”,
  “transport_zone_path” : “/infra/sites/default/enforcement-points/
default/transport-zones/1b3a2f36-bfd1-443e-a0f6-4de01abc963e”,
  “overlay_id”:5001,
  “admin_state” : “UP”,
  “replication_mode” : “MTEP”,
  “resource_type” : “Segment”,
  “id” : “App”,
  “display_name” : “App”,
  “path” : “/infra/segments/App”,
  “relative_path” : “App”,
  “parent_path” : “/infra” }
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Note: Create the segment with Connectivity turned off while the north-south 
traffic is being routed through the Edge Services Gateway in the NSX for 
vSphere environment. Turn on the segment connectivity after switching 
the default gateway to the NSX-T side for routing the north-south traffic.

The command “get logical-switch” on the NSX-T CLI will help confirm the 
VNI used to create the segment App.

Figure 2.5 NSX-T Manager showing VNI (Overlay ID) of Segment App

This VNI, 5001, shown boxed in Figure 2.5 helps match up the Segment 
App on the NSX-T Data Center to the App_Tier_Logical_Switch on the 
NSX for vSphere side.

NSX-T Bridge

To minimize migration downtime, use an NSX-T bridge stretching and 
connecting the logical segment on the NSX-T side with the logical switch 
on NSX-V. Have the north/south connectivity run from the NSX-T side. 

Figure 2.6 Bridging using NSX-T Bridge

Note: Turn on the segment connectivity after switching the default gateway 
to the NSX-T side for routing the north-south traffic.
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Check out the NSX-T Bridging Section in this chapter for details on how 
to configure and setup the Bridge. With this NSX-T bridge in place, once 
the DFW rules and groups are migrated over to NSX-T, workloads may be 
migrated over with minimum downtime.

Lift and Shift Migration Process

Similar to in-place migration, lift-and-shift migration with Migration 
Coordinator, is a simple five step process:

1. Import configuration

2. Resolve any configuration-related issues when migrating from  
NSX-V to NSX-T

3. Migrate configuration to NSX-T

4. Migrate workloads using vMotion APIs

5. Finalize configuration

The following sections take a close look at the various API calls that are 
associated with each of these steps. All the APIs for migration are under “/
api/v1/migration/”.

Import Configuration

Importing configuration requires connecting to the vSphere and the 
associated NSX-V instance. This can be accomplished with the following 
API call. To enable Modular Migration mode “migration_mode” parameter 
must be set to “DFW_ONLY”.

URL https://nsxt-manager/api/v1/migration/setup

Method POST

Request Body {
  “source_nsx” : [ {
    “ip” : “192.168.1.101”,
    “nsx_username” : “admin”,
    “nsx_password” : ”abc123”,
    “vc_ip” : “192.168.1.11”,
    “vc_username” : “administrator@vsphere.local”,
    “vc_password” : ”abc123”
  } ],
  “destination_nsx” : {
    “destination_nsx_ip” : “localhost”,
    “destination_nsx_port” : 443
  },
  “migration_mode” : “DFW_ONLY”
}

https://nsxt-manager/api/v1/migration/setup
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To check the configuration, use the get call to the same API  
https://nsxt-manager/api/v1/migration/setup.

Once the Modular Migration is configured and connected to the VC, 
the next step is to import the configuration. This process performs the 
following 3 steps:

1. Check prerequisites

2. Import config

3. Translate config

To start this phase, use the following API:

URL https://nsxt-manager/api/v1/migration/plan?action=start

Method POST

Request Body

Migration allows checking the status of this phase by using the following 
GET API:

URL https://nsxt-manager/api/v1/migration/status-summary

Method GET

Request Body

Response shows the current status. In the following status message, 
Migration Coordinator is 25% done with collecting the config. Config 
Migration has not yet started.

{
  “overall_migration_status” : “IN_PROGRESS”,
  “component_status” : [ {
    “status” : “IN_PROGRESS”,
    “percent_complete” : 25.0,
    “details” : “Collecting VC config”,
    “component_type” : “PRECHECK”,
    “can_skip” : false
  }, {
    “status” : “NOT_STARTED”,
    “percent_complete” : 0.0,
    “component_type” : “CONFIG_MIGRATION”,
    “can_skip” : false
  } ]
}

https://nsxt-manager/api/v1/migration/setup
https://nsxt-manager/api/v1/migration/plan?action=start
https://nsxt-manager/api/v1/migration/status-summary
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Note: This call may be used repeatedly during the migration process to 
check the status.

Once the import status is done and the status message changes to 
“PAUSED”, progress to the next stage.

Resolve Configuration Issues

This phase checks whether there are any items to resolve. For example, if 
a logical switch on the NSX-V side is missing a corresponding segment on 
the NSX-T side, any imports related to that logical switch are skipped. To 
get the full details use the following GET API:

URL https://nsxt-manager/api/v1/migration/feedback-requests

Method GET

Request Body

This provides a list of items that need user input with the suggested 
options. This example contains an excerpt that calls out a missing VLAN 
and provides the option to either “skip” or “abort”:

{

  “results” : [ {

    “id” : “21d3480f79efe1a14ece08e3460c7a75780b2a5cc57381a30ff81
b3b50fe207b-dvportgroup-148”,

    “v_object_id” : “dvportgroup-148”,

    “v_object_name” : “vMotion-RegionA01-vDS-MGMT”,

    “vertical” : “L2”,

    “sub_vertical” : “SWITCHING”,

    “message” : “Missing VLAN segment”,

    “suggested_action” : “skip”,

    “accepted_actions” : [ “skip”, “abort” ],

In this phase, if there are missing items, the best method would be to roll 
back the import and make the necessary changes on either NSX-V or the 
NSX-T side.

Rollback

The import phase of Modular Migration not only imports the configuration 
but it also translates the config as it relates to NSX-T, checking for any 
issues. If any changes are required, on either the NSX-V or NSX-T side, 
this phase must be redone. Not only should the configuration be 
reimported, it also must be compared and retranslated to match the 
existing configuration on the NSX-T side. To rollback, use the following API:

https://nsxt-manager/api/v1/migration/feedback-requests
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URL https://nsxt-manager/api/v1/migration/plan?action=rollback

Method POST

Request Body

Continue

Once the necessary changes are done, to continue again with the import 
that includes config import and translation along with check with NSX-T 
config, use the following API:

URL https://nsxt-manager/api/v1/migration/plan?action=continue

Method POST

Request Body

Accept Recommended Actions

Once the configuration matches the desired outcome, if there are any 
more pending items, choose to accept all the recommended actions using 
the following API:

URL https://nsxt-manager/api/v1/migration/feedback-
response?action=accept-recommended

Method POST

Request Body

To check the status of all the items, the following feedback-requests API 
may be called again:

URL https://nsxt-manager/api/v1/migration/feedback-requests

Method POST

Request Body

At this point, the Migration Coordinator is ready for the next step - the 
actual configuration migration to NSX-T.

Config Migration

Config migration stage has two parts. The first part migrates the firewall 
rules and the groups to NSX-T, while the second creates specific VIFs 
for each VM that will be migrated. This stage also creates IPSet-based 
rules for every VM that will be migrated to ensure there are no security 
gaps when moving to NSX-T. Notice the IPSet group “IPSet_SG-APP-
securitygroup-33” in Figure 2.7 which is a corresponding IPSet based 
group for the group “SG-APP”.

https://nsxt-manager/api/v1/migration/plan?action=rollback
https://nsxt-manager/api/v1/migration/plan?action=continue
https://nsxt-manager/api/v1/migration/feedback-response?action=accept-recommended
https://nsxt-manager/api/v1/migration/feedback-response?action=accept-recommended
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Figure 2.7 NSX-T Groups – Temporary IPSets Created by Migration Coordinator

In this example, the SG-APP group definition also uses the IPSet  
based group:

Figure 2.8 Temporary IPSets Members

Config Migration – DFW and Groups

At this stage, Migration Coordinator is running but in a PAUSED state, 
allowing for config changes.

To start the config migration stage, simply call the continue API again:

URL https://nsxt-manager/api/v1/migration/plan?action=continue

Method POST

Request Body

To track the Migration Coordinator status, use the GET status-summary API:

URL https://nsxt-manager/api/v1/migration/status-summary

Method GET

Request Body

https://nsxt-manager/api/v1/migration/plan?action=continue
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Config Migration – VIFs

Once the configuration is migrated over to the NSX-T, the second part of 
the Config Migration is to create VIFs for every VM that will be migrated 
over to NSX-T. This phase may be done in batches involving a set of VMs. 
Create a group for each VM set that will be migrated using the VM’s 
instance ID.

The instance ID for a VM may be located using the vSphere MOB browser 
or via API calls to vSphere. Figure 2.9 shows the InstanceUuid (5008f2c6-
bab5-a6a1-475f-e91c32b46a1c) for the VM “app-01a.corp.local:

Figure 2.9 vCenter MOB – VM instanceUuid

Note: Operators familiar with the vSphere API and prefer API calls could 
use the “vm.config.instanceUuid” after the “vm = getObject(sinv, [vim.
VirtualMachine], args.name, verbose=False)” call.

Use the VM Instance UUID in the Migrate Coordinator’s pre-migrate call to 
set up corresponding VIFs on the NSX-T. The following API call sets up the 
VIF for the VM “app-01a.corp.local”:
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URL https://nsxt-manager/api/v1/migration/vmgroup?action=pre_migrate

Method POST

Request Body {
  “group_id” : “vmGroupApp”,
  “vm_instance_ids” : [“5008f2c6-bab5-a6a1-475f-e91c32b46a1c”]
}

Note: vm_instance_ids is a comma separated list and may be used to 
include multiple VMs at the same time. This call creates VIFs on the NSX-T. 
Once the VIFs are created, the system is ready for the next stage. This 
involves migrating those VMs, which now have VIFs created, to NSX-T.

Workload Migration

To ensure the VM uses the proper VIF, use the vSphere API calls to vMotion 
the VM. For minimal downtime, use the NSX-T bridge that was created as 
part of the prerequisites. Here’s an example script to vMotion using APIs: 
https://github.com/samuelkommu/vc-samples/blob/main/vmotion.py

Finalize Migration

Finalizing migration is also two-step process. The first step involves the 
VIFs and the second step involves the config.

Finalize Migration – VIFs

In the first step, any configuration specific to the VIF is finalized. This 
includes applying tags to the corresponding VIFs to enable tag based 
dynamic groups. To finalize the VIF related configuration, use the post-
migrate API:

URL https://nsxt-manager/api/v1/migration/vmgroup?action=post_migrate

Method POST

Request Body {
  “group_id” : “vmGroupApp”,
}

Note: tags cannot be applied before moving the VM over to the NSX-T. 
A VM moved without tags would create a gap in security. The temporary 
IPSets, discussed in the config migration section, are used to ensure that 
there is no gap in security.

https://nsxt-manager/api/v1/migration/vmgroup?action=pre_migrate
https://github.com/samuelkommu/vc-samples/blob/main/vmotion.py
https://nsxt-manager/api/v1/migration/vmgroup?action=post_migrate
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Finalize Migration – Config

The final step of the Migration Coordinator’s Modular Migration is to remove 
the temporary IPSets. This is accomplished with the following API call:

URL https://nsxt-manager/api/v1/migration?action=finalize_infra

Method POST

Request Body

This step concludes the modular migration of DFW and groups. At this 
point, the NSX-T bridge may be removed as it is no longer required.

In-Place Migration
Migration Coordinator supports in-place migration, with a upgrade style 
workflow, since inception. With the NSX-T 3.0 release, Migration Coordinator 
also supports a automated maintenance mode that allows minimal downtime 
during host migration by leveraging vMotion. Following sections take a 
close look at using Migration Coordinator for in-place migration.

In-Place Migration Prerequisites

Before starting the in-place migration process using Migration Coordinator, 
ensure NSX-V is ready for migration. Apart from backing up the environment, 
following are some important prerequisites:

1. NSX for vSphere and the vSphere must be in stable green state 

2. Export version of Distributed Firewall must be set to 1000

3. VXLAN port must be set to 4789

4. Migration Coordinator on the NSX-T Manager appliance must 
be enabled via ssh using the command “start service migration-
coordinator”

5. NSX-T Manager Appliance has a compute-manager connecting to 
vSphere with the source NSX-V instance.

For a full item checklist, refer to the Migration Coordinator guide, paying 
specific attention to the section Prepare NSX Data Center for vSphere 
Environment for Migration (NSX-T 3.0). 

https://nsxt-manager/api/v1/migration?action=finalize_infra
https://docs.vmware.com/en/VMware-NSX-T-Data-Center/3.0/migration/GUID-4FB2D7A1-4139-4E65-9407-BE07A1D8CB22.html
https://docs.vmware.com/en/VMware-NSX-T-Data-Center/3.0/migration/GUID-4FB2D7A1-4139-4E65-9407-BE07A1D8CB22.html
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Install NSX-T Manager Appliances

As Migration Coordinator is available within the NSX-T Manager appliance, 
these appliances must be installed to start the migration process. While 
introduced with NSX-T 2.4, use version 2.5 or newer due to usability and 
health check enhancements.

The recommended approach for production workloads is to use a quorum 
of three 3 NSX-T Manager appliances. It may be acceptable, based on the 
type of workload, to start with just one. The implications of having a single 
NSX-T Manager should be considered before taking this approach.

Create IP Pool for Tunnel End Points

After the NSX-T Manager appliance installation, create an IP pool for 
tunnel endpoints (TEPs). 

Figure 2.10 Create IP Pool for TEP

Install Edges

Install the required number of Edges with the amount of resources that 
match the existing NSX-V deployment. 

Figure 2.11 Install Edge Nodes
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Use the Migration Coordinator guide’s Determining NSX Edge Requirements 
(NSX-T version 2.5) section to figure out the right number of Edges and 
the right amount of resources for each Edge. The resolve configuration 
stage of the Migration Coordinator helps validate whether the Edges 
deployed are properly sized.

Add Compute Manager

Add a Compute Manager that points to the vCenter attached to the 
NSX-V deployment.

Click on System -> Fabric -> Compute Managers -> Add

Figure 2.12 Add Compute Managers – 1

Provide the details of the connected vCenter.

https://docs.vmware.com/en/VMware-NSX-T-Data-Center/2.5/migration/GUID-F520BCB8-A50E-4895-9012-39916CD163C1.html
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Figure 2.13 Add Compute Manager – 2

Accept the thumbprint from the vCenter.

Figure 2.14 Accept vCenter Thumbprint

At this point, a pop-up window may need to be resolved. If so, provide the 
username and password for vCenter and click resolve.
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Figure 2.15 Add Compute Manager – Resolve – 1

Figure 2.16 Add Compute Manager – Resolve – 2

Confirm vCenter is connected.

Figure 2.17 Confirm vCenter is connected
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Start Migration Coordinator Service

Migration Coordinator is available from the NSX-T UI under the system 
tab on top and migrate on the left side menu. The service for Migration 
Coordinator is not started by default. Going to the migrate page before 
starting the Migration Coordinator service will display a message on top  
of screen stating that the Migration Coordinator needs to be enabled.

Figure 2.18 Migration Coordinator Service is disabled by default

This tool needs to be enabled from CLI. Log into the NSX-T Manager CLI 
and run the following command:

nsx-manager> start service migration-coordinator

Once the service is enabled, the migrate page on NSX-T UI changes to 
display the migration options.

In-Place Migration Process 

Start Migration

To start the migration, click on the GET STARTED button. A couple of 
things to note: 
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Figure 2.19 Migration Coordinator Wizard

Note:

1. No changes are allowed during the migration process.

2. Even though this is technically the start of the migration process, 
no changes have been made on the NSX-V side. The process may 
still be abandoned without any negative impact at this time.

Migration Coordinator has 5 main steps:

1. Import configuration

2. Resolve configuration

3. Migrate configuration

4. Migrate Edges

5. Migrate hosts

The following sections take a close look at each of these steps.

Import Configuration

The import configuration step consists of two sub-steps:

1. Authenticate to NSX-V

2. Import configuration
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Authentication

Click on Select NSX

Figure 2.20 Select NSX

Provide the NSX-V details. Use the vCenter details provided in the earlier 
step. Use the ADD NEW button for the vCenter field to add vCenter 
details if this has not yet been done.

Figure 2.21 Select NSX for vSphere

Once all the details are provided and verified, click on AUTHENTICATE.

Confirm that the authentication to NSX-V was successful.
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Figure 2.22 Successful Authentication to NSX for vSphere

Import Configuration

The second step involves importing the configuration. Click on START 
button to begin.

Figure 2.23 Start Importing Configuration

Click on the IMPORT button to confirm the process.

Figure 2.24 Import Configuration – Click Import
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At this point, Migration Coordinator imports the existing configuration from 
NSX-V. This does not make any changes to NSX-V, so it could be used for a 
quick check on the Migration Coordinator readiness of any setup.

Figure 2.25 Importing Configuration

View Imported Topology

Once the Migration Coordinator imports the configuration, view the existing 
NSX-v topology by clicking on the “View Imported Topology” link.

Figure 2.26 Topology Viewer

To go to the next step of the Migration Coordinator, click on the 
CONTINUE button.
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Figure 2.27 Import Configuration

Resolve Configuration

This stage focuses on resolving any configuration-related issues. To resolve, 
either accept the recommended value or, where applicable and available, 
tune it to match the required values.

Figure 2.28 Resolve Configuration Stage

The next two sections show examples of informational and interactive 
items that need resolution.
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Informational Messages

One of the items under the L2 category is a message about a host that 
will not be migrated because NSX-V is not installed. In this case, user 
interaction is limited to simply to accepting the information.

Figure 2.29 Resolve Configuration – Informational Messages

To see the details, click on the message, then click ACCEPT to accept the 
recommendation.

Figure 2.30 Accept Recommendations
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Interactive Messages

Some messages may need user interaction. For example, VTEP VLAN 
id for NSX-T Edge transport nodes. This may need a change based on 
specific requirements, as shown in Figure 2.31 and Figure 2.32.

Figure 2.31 Interactive Messages

Click on the above message to change the value:

Click on the message “VTEP VLAN id for NSX-T Edge Transport Nodes” 
to make a change.

Figure 2.32 Interactive Messages – Take Action
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Submit Inputs

After all the changes/reviews within a category, select the SUBMIT button 
in the lower right to record the updates.

Figure 2.33 Resolve Configuration – Submit Inputs

Maintenance Mode Options

One of the options on the resolve configuration menu is selection of 
automated or manual maintenance mode.

Figure 2.34 Maintenance Mode

Clicking on the message allows configuration of maintenance mode for 
automated or manual operation. In automated maintenance mode, ESXi 
hosts are automatically placed in maintenance mode and the VMs moved 
automatically; this approach is recommended. In manual maintenance mode, 
Migration Coordinator will place the ESXi host in maintenance mode but 
will wait for user intervention to migrate the VMs out of the host.

Once all the changes are accepted and submitted, move to the next step.
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Migration Configuration

This stage migrates the configuration from NSX-V to NSX-T. Any changes 
performed during the resolve configuration step are incorporated into 
this migration.

Figure 2.35 Migrate Configuration

Once the migration of configuration finishes, it displays a table of object 
types and their mapping results from NSX-V to NSX-T.

Figure 2.36 Migrate Configuration—Migration Status
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Move to the next phase, migrate edges, by clicking on CONTINUE.

Migrate Edges

Click on START to begin Edge migration. 

Figure 2.37 Migrate Edges

This step expects pre-deployment of correctly sized NSX-T Edges. They 
must be suitable to support NSX-T with the topology deployed on NSX-V.

Figure 2.38 Migrate Edges – Rollback
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Rollback

UI-driven rollback is supported even after migrating the Edges. Click on 
ROLLBACK if planning to roll back at this stage. Clicking CONTINUE will 
move to the final stage of migration, migrating hosts.

Migrate Hosts

This panel offers several options:

1. Whether the migration should happen serially (i.e., one host at a time) 
or in parallel (i.e., all the hosts at the same time)

2. Whether there should be a pause between each cluster

3. Whether the migration should use maintenance mode; this is available 
in NSX-T release 3.0 and newer

Figure 2.39 Migrate Hosts – Change Migration Mode

Select the correct options based on the requirements and click start.

Rollback is no longer available at this point. If rollback flexibility is desired, 
consider using a smaller 2-node test cluster to test the migration. Enable 
the pause between clusters and continue or roll back based on the 
outcome on the test cluster.
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Workload Migration
There are two approaches available for workload migration:

1. NSX-T bridging

2. HCX

Note: Workload migration is only necessary in the case of lift-and-shift 
approach. With in-place migration, Migration Coordinator takes care of 
both config and workload migration.

NSX-T Bridging

In this approach, an NSX-T bridge is placed on a host that is prepared 
for NSX-V with an uplink on the NSX-V segment to be bridged. This 
allows the bridge to take advantage of decapsulation of VXLAN frames 
on the ESXi host while only performing Geneve encapsulation. With this 
approach, one network may be bridged per Edge VM. Additionally, both 
NSX-V and NSX-T can share the same vCenter 

Figure 2.40 shows the design for an NSX-T bridge-based approach for 
migrating workloads.

Figure 2.40 NSX-T Bridge
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In this design, it is recommended to first move the gateway over to the 
NSX-T side, check the north/south connectivity for the workload, and then 
move the workloads over to the NSX-T side. If there are any issues with 
the north/south connectivity after moving the bridge, the gateway can  
be moved back to the NSX-V side without affecting the workloads.

Note: Create the segment with Connectivity turned off while the north-south 
traffic is being routed through the Edge Services Gateway in the NSX for 
vSphere environment. This will help avoid advertising the network from 
both NSX-V and NSX-T. Turn on the segment connectivity after switching 
the default gateway to the NSX-T side for routing the north-south traffic.

Use NSX-V version 6.4.4 or newer to migrate firewall state.

Deploying the Edge Nodes for Bridging

Two factors are key to enabling this technique:

• The NSX-T Edge node VM can be deployed on any ESXi since it  
has its own TEP. Encapsulation in Geneve is done at the VM level.

• At the ESXi level, the NSX-V VTEP decapsulates VXLAN before 
sending data to the VM; VMs running on NSX-V-prepared hosts  
never see VXLAN encapsulation.

An Edge node VM running on an NSX-V-prepared host will see packets 
without encapsulation coming from NSX-V overlay networks but will 
be able to send packets in the NSX-T overlay network. This aspect is 
leveraged to bridge between NSX-V and NSX-T. Figure 2.41 shows details 
regarding the configuration of the NIC of the NSX-T Edge VM deployed on 
NSX-V host:

Figure 2.41 Edge Node Configuration for Bridging
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In this scenario, the environment must be configured as follows:

• The management NIC can reach NSX-T Managers.

• The tunnel NIC (TEP) must have connectivity to the other NSX-T 
transport nodes (i.e., ESXi hypervisor) and allow for encapsulated 
frame (i.e., proper MTU).

• The third NIC is connected directly to the NSX-V virtual wire to 
be bridged. 

Connectivity the NSX-T Edge node and the other NSX-T components can 
be layer 2 or layer 3.

From a NSX-T configuration perspective, the Edge Node VM requires at 
least two transport zones – overlay and VLAN. These are mapped to the 
two hostswitches in Figure 2.41.

Hostswitch 1 is associated with an overlay transport zone that is shared 
with the ESXi transport nodes.

Hostswich 2 is associated with a VLAN transport zone. It is used to enable 
bridging from VLAN 0 – with no dot1Q encapsulation. This allows bridging 
the virtual wire connected to this interface to a NSX-T segment.

The Edge node VM must then be made part of an Edge cluster in NSX-T. 
If HA is required, at least two Edge nodes VM with the same configuration 
must be made part of the cluster.

Configuring NSX-T Data Center Bridge between NSX-V and NSX-T

Starting with NSX-T 3.0.0, configuration of the Edge bridge is possible 
from the policy API/UI. This is the process followed in this example. 
Previous versions leverage the Manager API/UI to configure bridging. 

Create an Edge Bridge Profile

The Edge bridge profile must be associated with the Edges nodes 
deployed on NSX-T. It defines the Edge cluster used for bridging, the 
primary node, the (optional) backup node, and failover policy. It is located 
under Networking / Segments in the UI.

Figure 2.42 Edge Bridge Profile
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Refer to NSX-T documentation on Edge bridge for further details:  
https://docs.vmware.com/en/VMware-NSX-T-Data-Center/3.1/
administration/GUID-6EBA95A1-E27A-4364-AACC-64D5D6D40101.html

Configure the bridging on the segment

This configuration is performed on the NSX-T segment being bridged 
(Networking / Segments / Segment) and must be on a segment with the 
same VNI as the NSX-V logical switch. Matching the VNI helps correlate 
the two entities (i.e., the logical switch on NSX-V and the segment on 
NSX-T) and identify the corresponding firewall rules and security groups 
that need to be migrated for that segment.

Figure 2.43 Segment

The Edge bridge must be configured using the Edge bridge profile 
previously defined with some additional parameters:

• The Transport Zone value is the VLAN Transport Zone configured 
previously on the Edge node hostswitch 2.

• VLAN ID set to 0 as packets received on hostswitch2 are not 
encapsulated.

Figure 2.44 Add Edge Bridge

https://docs.vmware.com/en/VMware-NSX-T-Data-Center/3.1/administration/GUID-6EBA95A1-E27A-4364-AACC-64D5D6D40101.html
https://docs.vmware.com/en/VMware-NSX-T-Data-Center/3.1/administration/GUID-6EBA95A1-E27A-4364-AACC-64D5D6D40101.html
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Edit the NSX-V logical Switch to enable connectivity

The NSX-T Edge node VM acts as a bridge, extending layer 2 between 
the NSX-V logical switch and the NSX-T segment. For this to work, this 
VM must be able to send and receive packets with different MAC address 
than its own.

Enable MAC Learning and Forged Transmit

Since vSphere 6.7, MAC learning is a supported feature of the distributed 
virtual switch. This which can be enabled through the API. 

Use the vCenter MOB is used for validation of what must be enabled. First 
identify the dvportgroupId of the virtual wire where the Edge node VM is 
connected; click on the object in the UI and get it from the URL.

Figure 2.45 Locating dvportgroupid via URL

Next go into the vCenter MOB and examine the configuration under 
defaultPortConfig. The following URI should be modified with the specific 
vCenter address and {{dvportgroupId}} used in the deployment: 

https://vcenter/mob/?moid={{dvportgroupId}}&doPath=config%2edefault
PortConfig

Note: Please remove the enclosing double flower brackets around 
dvportgroupId in the URL.

https://vcenter/mob/?moid={{dvportgroupId}}&doPath=config%2edefaultPortConfig
https://vcenter/mob/?moid={{dvportgroupId}}&doPath=config%2edefaultPortConfig
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Figure 2.46 highlights the DVSMacManagementPolicy parameter.

Figure 2.46 DVSMacManagementPolicy

In this object, both forgedTransmits to true.

https://vcenter/mob/?moid={{dvportgroupId}}&doPath=config%2edefault
PortConfig%2emacManagementPolicy

Figure 2.47 ForgedTransmits

And also set macLearningPolicy to true, with a limit set to an integer 
(4096) and a limitPolicy (“DROP”)

https://vcenter/mob/?moid={{dvportgroupId}}&doPath=config%2edefault
PortConfig%2emacManagementPolicy%2emacLearningPolicy

https://vcenter/mob/?moid={{dvportgroupId}}&doPath=config%2edefaultPortConfig%2emacManagementPolicy
https://vcenter/mob/?moid={{dvportgroupId}}&doPath=config%2edefaultPortConfig%2emacManagementPolicy
https://vcenter/mob/?moid={{dvportgroupId}}&doPath=config%2edefaultPortConfig%2emacManagementPolicy%2emacLearningPolicy
https://vcenter/mob/?moid={{dvportgroupId}}&doPath=config%2edefaultPortConfig%2emacManagementPolicy%2emacLearningPolicy
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Figure 2.48 macLearningPolicy

This can be done through a variety of automation tools like PowerCLI or 
pyvmomi (python).

A Python example is available at https://github.com/tvigneron/vc-script-
repo/blob/main/enable_maclearning.py

In the case where a logical switch spans multiple DVS and creates 
multiple PortGroups, keep the configuration consistent across all those 
PortGroups.

Note: An alternative before vSphere 6.7 is to use promiscuous and 
forged transmit, which can be configured from the UI or API. However, 
promiscuous mode sends all packets to all machines which is why MAC 
learning is preferable.

Note: The UI allows configuration of promiscuous and forged transmit, 
however that configures DVSSecurityPolicy (deprecated in 6.7) rather 
than DVSMacManagementPolicy as described earlier. To work with either 
MAC learning or promiscuous, both parameter must be configured under 
DVSMacManagementPolicy.

Validate the Connectivity Across the Bridge

VM to VM

A simple test for connectivity to ping between VMs on both side of the 
bridge—one on NSX-V and one on NSX-T. Keep in mind that distributed 
firewall is deployed and a security policy might block connectivity.

A VM on NSX-T should also be able to ping the default gateway, which is 
at this point still on NSX-V.
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From the Edge Node

Another task is connecting to the Edge node as admin either through SSH 
or vSphere console and using the bridge CLI commands to review the 
bridge status.

For example:

Figure 2.49 Get Bridge

Bridge CLI commands are described in general NSX-T documentation.

HCX

A second approach to migrate workloads is to use HCX with its network 
extender capabilities. HCX Network Extension (NCX-NE) allows simultaneous 
bridging of multiple networks. This is useful in cases whether the 
applications are spread across multiple segments and need inter-app 
connectivity for extended periods of time during the migration.
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Figure 2.50 shows the setup to migrate workloads using HCX.

Figure 2.50 HCX

Using HCX will allow bridging of 8 segments at a time per HCX-NE pair. 
This is especially useful if a workload spans multiple segments.

This approach will need:

1. 2 x vCenters – one at the source and the other at the destination

2. Each site must have an HCX Manager, HCX IX, and HCX-NE

Conclusion
There are multiple ways to migrate from NSX-V to NSX-T. Migration 
Coordinator provides a simple, automated, in-place approach with 
minimal downtime. Migration Coordinator also allows migration of only 
the DFW rules and security groups. NSX-T bridging may be used, in 
combination with Migration Coordinator’s modular migration, to ensure 
minimal downtime during workload migration phase of the lift-and-shift 
migration approach.

Please check out the lab to try a hands-on example.

http://labs.hol.vmware.com/HOL/catalogs/lab/8361
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 Migration of a Small Environment

NSX-V to NSX-T Migration Overview

What is Involved in the Migration?

The complexity involved in the migration to NSX-T varies based on 
networking and security implementations; however, there are common 
aspects that apply to most organizations. Answers to the following questions 
may be useful to determine the cost, complexity, and risk of migration.

1. Does the migration involve any customization?

2. Will it use the existing hardware? Will any new hardware be purchased?

3. Are software-defined networking and micro-segmentation both 
involved?

4. Does NSX-V use service insertion for 3rd-party components 
(e.g., Palo Alto Networks, Gigamon, F5)?

5. Was the existing NSX-V environment built using VMware best practices?

6. Is there a plan to perform additional infrastructure changes as 
part of the migration project (e.g., vSphere upgrade, 3rd-party 
component update)?

7. Does NSX-V Universal manage multiple data centers or 
vCenter environments?

8. Are NSX-V logical switches used in micro-segmentation rules?

9. Is an NSX-V Edge Services Gateway firewall deployed?

10. Is the environment multi-tenancy?

11. Does the migration team have the flexibility and skills to configure 
the L2 and L3 switches connected to the ESXi hosts?
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12. What types of NSX Edge services (e.g., L2VPN, load balancing) are in use?

13. Will load balancing services be moved from NSX-V to NSX Advanced 
Load Balancer?

14. Is the staff handling the migration in house or outsourced?

15. How many outage windows are available? What are their durations?

16. Can applications be tested in advance by the application teams?

Icons

ICON Name ICON Name

NSX-T Manager NSX-V Manager

vCenter NSX-V Controller

Third-Party Virtual Appliance for 
Service Insertion

cITopus, v2T Migration Tool 

Virtual Appliances on the 
Management Cluster

NSX for vSphere Guest 
Introspection VM

ESXi Hosts with No NSX Physical Servers

ESXi Host with NSX-T VIBs ESXi Host with NSX-V VIBs

Firewall

Security Group Security Tag

Service Service Group

VMware Distributed Switch  
Port Group

NSX Distributed Switch 
Segment

Virtual Machines Virtual Desktop

Physical NIC Port Data Center

NSX-T Edge Node NSX for vSphere Edge 
Services Gateway

NSX-T Logical Routers  
(T0 and T1)

NSX for vSphere Distributed 
Logical Router

Physical Router NSX for vSphere Distributed 
Logical Router Control VM

NSX-T Segment, which is NSX-V 
Logical Switch equivalent 

NSX for vSphere Logical 
Switch

Table 3.1 Icons used in this book
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Terminology

Term Description

NSX-V NSX for vSphere

NSX-T The recommended NSX product from VMware; replacement for 
retiring NSX-V

cITopus NSX-V to NSX-T migration tool

VDS vSphere Distributed Switch

N-VDS NSX-T VMware Distributed Switch

DRS Distributed Resource Scheduler

VM Virtual Machine

WYSIWYG What You See is What You Get

V2T NSX-V to NSX-T

SDN Software Defined Networking

VIB VMware Install Bundle

VMC VMware Cloud

DMZ Demilitarized Zone 

OVA Open Virtual Appliance

ESG NSX for vSphere Edge Services Gateway

DLR NSX for vSphere Distributed Logical Router

UDLR NSX for vSphere Universal Distributed Logical Router

Table 3.2 Terminology used in the book

NSX-V to NSX-T Migration of a Small Environment

Company Background

The customer in this case study is a sustainable, metal recycling and 
transportation services company. Its IT operations are centralized and 
they run one data center. Their IT organization plans to add a disaster 
recovery site in the cloud to improve availability and facilitate application 
recovery in the event of a main data center failure. The organization has a 
number applications whose availability is critical to business operations. 
These applications use Oracle, SQL, and MySQL as a backend with Java 
and .NET as the front end. The organization began using NSX-V about 18 
months ago to introduce micro-segmentation of business applications. 
Prior to implementation of NSX-V, there was no way to monitor and control 
the traffic between various applications and users. Furthermore, filtering 
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traffic between various servers of the same application (e.g., web, app, 
and database) was not possible. Implementation of NSX-V improved  
the application security posture.

The organization has a lean IT staff that maintains and operates the 
NSX environment. They have gone though NSX operational training 
on management tasks including creation of new rules, policies, and 
groups. The team is also able to perform troubleshooting of the micro-
segmentation policies, including traffic flow analysis.

This chapter describes the NSX-V to NSX-T migration processes, 
outcomes, and lessons learned for this customer’s small environment  
(i.e., fewer than 25 ESXi hosts).

NSX-V Environment Overview

The organization’s NSX-V environment was micro-segmentated without 
use of SDN components. It was implemented to protect business-critical 
applications—including Oracle, SQL, MySQL, web applications, DMZ 
applications, and infrastructure services—from lateral and external threats. 
The databases, in particular, were only accessible by authorized users 
or applications. vRealize Network Insight monitored the traffic through 
the firewall rules, improving visibility and awareness while preventing 
unintended and malicious access to the databases. The application, 
web, and database servers were micro-segmented to only allow internal 
communication permitted by pre-defined security policies.

Table 3.3 details the environment’s micro-segmentation objects.

NSX-V Components Number Use of the NSX-V Components

# of ESXi hosts with NSX-V 
VIBs installed

11 All of the ESXi hosts of the data center had 
NSX-V installed.

# of virtual machines 100 The virtual machines included Oracle 
databases, infrastructure servers, and 
application services.

# of security groups 60 Security groups intelligently group virtual 
machines based on dynamic inclusion rules.

# of IP sets 135 IP sets group physical servers and other 
networks for use in the firewall rules.

# of security tags 25 Security tags dynamically group virtual 
machines into security groups.

# of distributed firewall rules 135 Firewall rules. 

# of policies 13 Policies are used to logically group firewall 
rules. 

# of data centers 1 NSX-V Manager is registered with one vCenter. 

Table 3.3 Number of Micro-Segmentation Objects in the NSX-V Environment
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NSX-V to NSX-T Migration Motivation

The organization sought to migrate from NSX-V to NSX-T for a number 
of reasons:

1. They wished to take advantage of the service-defined firewall (SDF) 
capabilities of NSX-T, including IPS/IDS, NSX Intelligence, and 
extension to public cloud.

2. NSX-V is approaching end of life; its replacement is NSX-T.

3. Adding new micro-segmentation to the NSX-V environment would 
add rework and migration-related challenges.

NSX-V to NSX-T Migration Approach

This section describes the high level approach employed by the customer 
for the migration of micro-segmentation from NSX-V to NSX-T. There 
are two primary strategies used for such a migration—replacement and 
co-exist.

The replacement strategy involves removal of NSX-V from the environment 
and replacement with NSX-T. The co-exist strategy involves maintaining 
both NSX-V and NSX-T environments for a period of time to allow for 
a phased migration of services. Co-exist often requires propagation of 
NSX-V rules into NSX-T to ensure both environments are in sync. For the 
organization in this example, a replacement strategy was employed.

Figure 3.1 depicts the overall migration approach from NSX-V to NSX-T.

Figure 3.1 NSX-V to NSX-T Migration Approach followed  

for the Customer

NSX-V Environment Assessment

SPJ Solutions’ NSX-V to NSX-T (V2T) migration specialists accessed both 
the vSphere and NSX-V environments. Their assessment analyzed the 
overall health of the vSphere environment, checking ESXi and physical 
hardware compatibility with NSX-T, and identifying NSX-V dependencies 
with VMware and non-VMware products. VMware product configurations 
must be updated after migrating V2T; in this example the customer was 
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using vRealize Automation, vRealize Orchestrator, vRealize Operations, 
and vRealize Log Insight. 3rd party components (e.g., Palo Alto Networks, 
TrendMicro, McAfee) also must be updated if they are integrated into 
the NSX-V environment. Updates are also needed for management and 
monitoring tools that capture Netflow data using IPFIX integration. Finally, 
compatibility of the N-VDS with the backup solution (e.g., Veritas, Avamar, 
NetBackup) must be checked to confirm continued operation after the 
migration of VDS to the N-VDS.

The migration specialists’ assessment also examined the required level 
of effort, potential risks, and pre-migration tasks. One pre-migration task 
was to secure maintenance windows for the migration. Two maintenance 
windows were needed—one for the migration of the production cluster 
and another for the migration of the Oracle cluster. Cluster-level migration 
is common for V2T migrations where each cluster contains workloads 
belonging to different parts of the organization. The number of maintenance 
windows needed will vary as the migration requires downtime of VMs 
which often run business-critical applications.

An example of risk to V2T migration is the inability to rearchitect micro-
segmentation to meet NSX-T requirements. While micro-segmentation is 
similar in NSX-V and NSX-T, there are differences that must be accounted 
for during the migration. Organizations that have written distributed 
firewall rules for NSX-V may have leveraged vCenter-specific objects 
(e.g., clusters, folders) which are not available in NSX-T. Those rules must 
be rewritten to ensure that the overall micro-segmentation design and 
granularity is maintained after NSX-T migration.

SPJ Solutions built a detailed migration plan and rollback plan as part 
of the assessment phase. The length of the project was identified and 
maintenance window durations were calculated based on the times 
required to:

• put an ESXi host into maintenance mode

• turn off virtual machines that cannot be migrated to another ESXi host 
during the maintenance mode

• execute maintenance mode

• uninstall NSX-V VMware installation bundles (VIBs) from an ESXi host

• install NSX-T into an ESXi host

• migrate virtual machines from VDS to N-VDS

• perform testing and validation
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The team provided training and mentoring to the customer’s networking, 
security, and VMware staff to ensure that they would be able to operationalize 
NSX-T after the migration. SPJ Solutions also developed a prerequisite 
document containing all of the components needed for V2T migration, 
including IP, DNS, and storage.

Pre-Migration Analysis

The cITopus Pre-Migration Analyzer was utilized to perform automated 
analysis of the V2T migration. It inspects NSX-V components and analyzes 
each for migration to NSX-T—including distributed firewall rules (universal 
and global), security groups (universal and global), IP sets, security tags 
(universal and global), dynamic inclusion and exclusion rules of security 
groups, identity firewall, and security policies (part of Service Composer).

The pre-migration analyzer is complementary to the manual assessment 
process described in the previous section. Migration specialists used the 
pre-migration analyzer report to identify potential bottlenecks of migrating 
of NSX-V components to NSX-T. cITopus also produced visual graphs and 
configuration-specification documents to help analyze the environment.

Production Cluster Migration

The production cluster consisted of NSX-V Managers, NSX-V Controllers, 
Microsoft Active Directory servers, vCenter, NTP servers, syslog servers, 
vRealize Network Insight, vRealize Log Insight, vRealize Operations, 
security servers, file servers, Microsoft Exchange servers, SharePoint 
servers, backup appliances, unified communication servers, VPN servers, 
and virtual machines servicing production applications. cITopus was 
deployed into the production cluster. cITopus has two appliances—
platform and utility—both of which are deployed as virtual machines into 
vCenter. The production cluster had 8 ESXi hosts, each with a single VDS 
comprising both physical NICs. The VDS contained several VMKernel 
ports including ESXi management, vMotion, and VxLAN as well as port 
groups for all virtual machine traffic.

Due to strict change management processes, it was not possible to 
schedule a V2T migration for both production and Oracle clusters during 
the same maintenance window. The production cluster was migrated 
during the first maintenance window and Oracle cluster was migrated 
during the second maintenance window.

Oracle Cluster Migration

The Oracle cluster consisted of Oracle database servers, Oracle Enterprise 
Manager, Oracle EBusiness Suite, Oracle Business Intelligence servers, 
Oracle Web Tier, and Oracle WebLogic servers. The Oracle servers were 
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manually shut down prior to putting an ESXi host in maintenance mode. A 
second maintenance window was used to perform migration of ESXi hosts 
and VMs from NSX-V to NSX-T.

There was a one-week gap between the production cluster and Oracle 
cluster migration, during which NSX-V was used to enforce firewall policies 
for the Oracle servers and NSX-T was used to enforce firewall policies for 
the servers from the production cluster.

NSX-V to NSX-T Migration Tasks

This section details the technical tasks involved in the migration of 
components from NSX-V to NSX-T. Figure 3.2 depicts the tasks.

Figure 3.2 NSX-V to NSX-T Migration Technical Tasks

The architecture of both NSX-V and NSX-T consists of three planes—
management, control, and data. This customer’s plan migrated each plane 
separately. Since the NSX-V control plane was not in production, it was 
removed entirely as part of migration process. The control plane consisted 
of NSX-V Controllers and Edge Services Gateways. The management and 
data planes were migrated using cITopus. Pre-migration tasks, including 
prerequisite validation, were performed by SPJ Solutions migration 
specialists. NSX-V firewall rules that were identified as non-migratable 
due to architectural differences between NSX-V and NSX-T were updated 
in the NSX-V environment.

SPJ Solutions also used its own data center as the customer’s testing 
environment. This approach is possible as the entire micro-segmentation 
configuration from NSX-V can be exported into a three-factor authenticated 
file format called .cit. SPJ Solutions imported the file into its own virtual 
data center to test the migration process. This approach reduces the risk for 
customers that do not have other access to migration test environments 
prior to performing the production migration. SPJ Solutions offers this 
as an optional and add-on service as part of its V2T migration practice. 
SPJ Solutions has the ability to build virtual machines in its own data 
center using customers’ virtual machine names and tags to mimic 
their production environments. This ability to build virtual machines 
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and associate them with the tags allows the testing of virtual machine 
migration from VDS to N-VDS and migration of tags from NSX-V (vCenter 
managed) to NSX-T (NSX managed).

SPJ Solutions leverages another feature of cITopus called the micro-
segmentation configuration workbook. This is an Excel document 
containing all the specifications of the NSX environment. This document 
is produced both before and after the migration, then values are 
compared—manually, using PowerShell, or with Excel tools—to improve 
validation, reduces errors, and ensure like-for-like migration.

Figure 3.3 depicts NSX-V components in different planes prior to  
the migration.

Figure 3.3 Pre-Migration State of the NSX-V Environment
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NSX Management Plane Migration

NSX management plane migration involves migrating micro-segmentation 
from NSX-V to NSX-T. It is technically a copy process of micro-segmentation 
objects from V2T, so the source (i.e., NSX-V) objects are not deleted. This 
approach helps support the rollback process, if required. As long as the 
NSX-V Manager VM is available, the micro-segmentation objects remain 
with the NSX-V Manager. Note that the security tags are deleted after 
NSX-V VIBs are removed from the ESXi hosts.

To perform the management plane migration, one NSX-T Manager was 
deployed into the production cluster and registered with vCenter; the 
cITopus single-click NSX install feature was utilized to perform this task. 
This feature allows the deployment of all NSX-T planes—management 
(NSX-T Manager), control (Edge Cluster), and data (NSX-T VIBs)—using 
a single button click. It requires an Excel file containing the configuration 
parameters be provided to the cITopus installation wizard. It also allows 
deployment of different planes of NSX-T during different phases of  
the project.

Only one NSX-T Manager was deployed in the production cluster. This was 
a collapsed cluster with ESXi hosts containing only two physical NICs, thus 
no spare physical NICs for N-VDS. A different NSX-T installation process is 
required where ESXi hosts contain more than two physical NICs. The 2nd 
and 3rd NSX-T Managers were deployed into the production cluster after 
the NSX V2T migration was completed.

Starting in NSX-V 6.4.4, both NSX-V and NSX-T Managers can be registered 
with the same vCenter. Organizations using versions of NSX-V older than 
6.4.4 have two choices:

1. Upgrade to 6.4.4: This is the preferred approach as simultaneous 
registration of NSX-V and NSX-T into single vCenter helps with the 
V2T migration.

2. Stay on the lower version: Since vCenter cannot be registered 
with NSX-T, ESXi hosts must be installed and configured to NSX-T 
individually during a cluster migration. After all of the ESXi hosts  
are migrated, vCenter can be added as compute manager.
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For the customer addressed in this chapter, NSX-V management plane 
components including distributed firewall rules, security groups, IP sets, 
security tags, dynamic inclusion and exclusion rules of security groups, 
identity firewall, and security policies (part of Service Composer) were 
exported to a .cit file using the cITopus V2T migration export feature. 
The .cit file was imported into another cITopus instance connected to a 
NSX-T Manager at SPJ Solutions’ data center to test the migration. The 
customer opted for this additional measure due to lack of availability of 
an in-house test environment to validate the V2T migration. After the .cit 
file is imported, the micro-segmentation rules and associated objects are 
migrated and depicted in the cITopus WYSIWYG (What You See Is What 
You Get) canvas. At this point, cITopus allows changing and re-ordering of 
rules, policies, security groups, security tags, and applied to values prior 
to deployment into NSX-T Manager. In the WYSIWYG window of cITopus, 
the policy containing the customer’s infrastructure rules was dragged and 
dropped into the infrastructure container of cITopus, which maps to the 
corresponding simplified UI of NSX-T. Furthermore, policy-based applied 
to rules were configured in cITopus. The cITopus traffic testing feature was 
used to validate the configuration of the rules. Finally, the graphical design 
and micro-segmentation specifications were exported to PDF and Excel 
documents, respectively, for validation. The final step was the deployment 
of the cITopus visual graph to NSX. This is available from the Deploy to 
NSX menu in cITopus.

The following sections describe the key micro-segmentation components 
migrated from V2T as part of the management plane migration.

Distributed Firewall Rules

The NSX-V environment consisted of about 135 firewall rules across both 
clusters. All of the distributed firewall rules were converted from the 
NSX-V to NSX-T architecture.

The following tables show firewall rules that were brought over from 
NSX-V to NSX-T. These firewall rules have been modified to remove 
proprietary content but their structure has been kept intact to ensure  
they are relevant for the V2T migration example.
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SRC DST Service Action Applied To

INFOSEC-SG INFRA-SG ANY Allow INFRA-SG

INFRA-SG INFRA-SG ANY Allow INFRA-SG

INT-SERVER-SG INFRA-ADDNS-SG Microsoft Active 
Directory v1 

Allow INFRA-SG

INT-SERVER-SG INFRA-VOICE-SG SVC-VOICE Allow INFRA-SG

INT-SERVER-SG INFRA-VPN-SG HTTPS Allow INFRA-SG

INT-SERVER-SG INFRA-SYSLOG-SG SYSLOG Allow INFRA-SG

INT-SERVER-SG INFRA-EXCHANGE-SG Microsoft 
Exchange Server

Allow INFRA-SG

INT-SERVER-SG INFRA-FILESERV SMB Allow INFRA-SG

INFRA-SG BACKUP-SG ANY Allow INFRA-SG

INFRA-SG CLOUD-SG1 ANY Allow INFRA-SG

CLOUD-SG INFRA-SG ANY Allow INFRA-SG

ANY INFRA-SG ANY Deny INFRA-SG

INFRA-SG ANY ANY Deny INFRA-SG

Table 3.4 Distributed Firewall Rules from Infrastructure Section

cITopus performed a number of changes to the firewall rules to properly 
convert them to the NSX-T architecture. Key changes included:

1. NSX-V service groups are converted to NSX-T services. Each included 
service in the NSX-V service group is converted to a distinct entry 
inside the NSX-T service. The service group name in NSX-V is 
maintained as the service name in NSX-T.

2. NSX-V app-ids are converted to NSX-T app-ids. New services are 
created in NSX-T where there is no match of app-id.

3. Sections in NSX-V are converted to policies in NSX-T and placed 
under application in the simplified UI.

Additional manual conversion tasks were performed to maintain rule 
structure, effectiveness, granularity, and completeness in NSX-T. Note that 
not all tasks listed below are mandatory for migration of the management 
plane from V2T.

1. Using cITopus, the infrastructure section was dragged and dropped 
into the NSX-T infrastructure container so that it is properly associated 
in the NSX-T simplified UI.

2. Using cITopus, applied to was configured at the policy level, a feature 
not available in NSX-V.
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3. Using cITopus, changes were made to the names of the IP sets to 
maintain consistency with NSX-T group naming convention.

4. The default section brought over from NSX-V was deleted as NSX-T 
already had a default section.

From To Service Action Applied To

INFOSEC-SG ORACLE-SG ANY Allow ORACLE-SG

ORACLE-WEB-SG ORACLE-APP-SG Oracle HTTP Server 
Port

Allow ORACLE-SG

ORACLE-APP-SG ORACLE-DB-SG Oracle Database Allow ORACLE-SG

ORACLE-SG BACKUP-SG ANY Allow ORACLE-SG

INT-SERVER-SG ORACLE-DB-SG Oracle Net Listener,
Oracle Connection 
Manager (CMAN)

Allow ORACLE-SG

INT-SERVER-SG ORACLE-WEB-SG Oracle HTTP Server 
Port, Oracle HTTP 
Server Listen Port, 
Oracle HTTP Server 
SSL Port

Allow ORACLE-SG

INT-SERVER-SG ORACLE-DB-SG Oracle Database Allow ORACLE-SG

INT-SERVER-SG ORACLE-ENT-SG Oracle Enterprise 
Manager

Allow ORACLE-SG

ORACLE-WEB-SG ORACLE-APP-SG Oracle HTTP Server 
Port

Allow ORACLE-SG

ORACLE-APP-SG ORACLE-DB-SG Oracle Database Allow ORACLE-SG

ORACLE-SG ANY ANY Deny ORACLE-SG

ANY ORACLE-SG ANY Deny ORACLE-SG

Table 3.5 Distributed Firewall Rules from Oracle Section
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From To Service Action Applied To

INFOSEC-SG MYSQL-SG ANY Allow MYSQL-SG

MYSQL-SG MYSQL-SG ANY Allow MYSQL-SG

MYSQL-SG BACKUP-SG ANY Allow MYSQL-SG

MYSQL-SG ANY HTTPS Allow MYSQL-SG

INT-USERS-SG MYSQL-SG MYSQL Allow MYSQL-SG

INT-SERVER-SG MYSQL-SG MYSQL Allow MYSQL-SG

MYSQL-SG ORACLE-DB-SG Oracle Net Listener, 
Oracle Connection 
Manager (CMAN), 
Oracle Database

Allow MYSQL-SG

MYSQL-SG ANY ANY Deny MYSQL-SG

ANY MYSQL-SG ANY Deny MYSQL-SG

Table 3.6 Distributed Firewall Rules from MySQL Section

IP Sets and Security Groups

cITopus built new security groups in NSX-T based on the groups in NSX-V 
and the V2T migration architecture. Key actions taken by cITopus included:

1. Reporting IP sets and security groups with exclusions for manual 
intervention in the pre-migration analyzer.

2. Reporting security groups with the dynamic inclusion rule containing 
multiple criteria that could not be address by the pre-migration 
analyzer conversion tool.

3. Creating new groups for any entities (e.g., firewall rules, NSX-V 
exclusions) where a single virtual machine or IP address was used 
instead of an IP set or security group.

4. Converting NSX-V IP sets to NSX-T groups.

Figures 3.4 & 3.5 depict the organization of groups in NSX-T. A higher-
level group called INFRA-SG statically included all of the sub-groups 
for infrastructure VMs. The sub-groups (e.g., INFRA-ADDNS-SG) used 
dynamic inclusion rules to include VMs based on tags. To maintain 
consistency and naming convention, a tag called INFRA-ADDNS-T was 
created and applied to virtual machines running AD and DNS servers. 
When cITopus is used in a greenfield environment, it automatically creates 
security tags with the naming convention based on the groups. When 
groups and tags are brought over from NSX-V as part of a V2T migration 
process, cITopus maintains the original NSX-V naming convention; 
however, the cITopus WYSIWYG graph can be used to improve naming 
convention of groups, tags, services, and distributed firewall rules before 
or after they are deployed into NSX-T.
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Figure 3.4 Infrastructure Groups

Figure 3.5 Oracle Groups
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ESXi Host and VM Migration

ESXi host migration involves removal of NSX-V VIBs from ESXi hosts 
followed by installation of NSX-T VIBs. Since the customer’s ESXi hosts 
were on version 6.5U2, installation and configuration of N-VDS was 
needed as part of the installation of NSX-T. With vSphere 7.0 and NSX-T 
3.0.x, N-VDS is no longer a requirement as NSX is able to use a vSphere 
7.0 VDS to create its networks.

There are three key VMware components that change during the ESXi 
host migration:

1. VDS is migrated to N-VDS

2. NSX-V VIBs are uninstalled from ESXi hosts and NSX-T VIBs are 
installed into ESXi hosts

3. VM network adapters change from VDS port groups to 
N-VDS segments

Prior to installing NSX-T VIBs into a collapsed cluster with 2 physical  
NICs, the distributed resource scheduler (DRS) must be set to manual. 
This is required to prevent vSphere-initiated vMotion and Storage vMotion. 
vSphere HA and maintenance mode must be fully operational. An 
operational procedure to manually shut down the VMs that cannot be 
manually vMotioned to another ESXi hosts must be available. The vCenter 
Server Appliance VM, Platform Services Controller Appliance VM, NSX-V 
Manager, and NSX-T Manager must all be pinned to one ESXi host, which 
will be migrated last to NSX-T VIBs.

The following three steps detail the tasks performed to migrate ESXi hosts 
from NSX-V to NSX-T.

Step 1 – Preparation of ESXi Host and VM Migration

ESXi host migration was performed during the two maintenance windows; 
first the production cluster, then the Oracle cluster. A number of steps were 
completed prior to the uninstallation of NSX-V VIBs from the ESXi hosts:

• removal of logical switches from virtual machines

• uninstallation of NSX-V Edge Services Gateways

• uninstallation of logical switches

• uninstallation of VxLAN

• uninstallation of transport zone

• entering and executing maintenance windows of all ESXi hosts 
one by one
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All of these tasks, along with the removal of NSX-V VIBs, were performed 
using the cITopus uninstall NSX-V wizard.

Since the production cluster is a collapsed cluster containing management 
VMs (i.e., vCenter and NSX-V Manager) and ESXi hosts with only 2 physical 
NICs, the installation of NSX-T VIBs into the ESXi hosts is different from 
the typical NSX-T installation. Detailed documentation on NSX-T data 
center installation into a collapsed cluster can be found in the VMware 
NSX-T Installation Guide.

Only one NSX-T Manager can be installed into the production cluster until 
all of the ESXi hosts in the production cluster have been migrated from 
VDS to N-VDS. In this example, NSX-T Manager was installed during the 
management plane migration. After NSX-V VIBs are removed from the 
ESXi hosts, NSX-T VIBs can be installed; however, the NSX-T installation 
requires an N-VDS for which at least one physical NIC is needed. At this 
point, NSX-T is unable to remove a physical NIC from VDS, so this task 
must be done manually. The vCenter add and manage hosts wizard was 
used to remove a physical NIC (vmnic1) from the VDS connected to the 
ESXi hosts in the production cluster. The NIC removal process was simple 
for this customer but it can be complex in environments where there is 
a hard-dependency of both NICs (vmnic0 and vmnic1) with the virtual 
machines and/or VMkernel ports. In that case, all virtual machines and 
VMkernel ports must be migrated from the 2nd NIC (vmnic1) to the 1st 
NIC(vmnic0) prior to the removal of the 2nd NIC from the VDS.
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Figure 3.6 depicts the preparation of the production cluster, including 
removal of a physical NIC from VDS.

Figure 3.6 Step 1 – ESXi Host and VM Migration from NSX-V to NSX-T

Step 2 – ESXi Host and VM Migration of Production Cluster

NSX-T was installed on each ESXi host, one by one, after placing them in 
maintenance mode. The NSX-T VIB installation process utilized the single 
physical NIC which was freed up on the previous step. After the NSX-T VIB 
installation, ESXi hosts were removed from the maintenance window, then 
the virtual machines were migrated back to the ESXi hosts.

cITopus VM Migration Wizard was used to migrate virtual machines 
from the VDS port groups to NSX-T segments. The VM migration wizard 
prompts the user for the source and destination vCenters, ESXi hosts and 
clusters, and data sources and networks, then performs the migration. 
If the destination network is NSX, the wizard creates the segments 
automatically, assigns correct VLAN(s) to the segments, updates VM 
networks to the correct segment, and performs vMotion and/or Storage 
vMotion to the destination ESXi host/vCenter.
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Customers can also use VMware HCX for virtual machine migration to 
NSX-T environments, leveraging the advanced connectivity capabilities 
offered by HCX. Additionally, NSX 3.0.x offers a native VM migration 
capability as part of its migrate vSphere networking functionality to 
migrate virtual machines to the NSX-T networks. This feature is suitable for 
environments where vCenter is not connected to an NSX-V Manager. For 
this customer, vCenter was registered to both NSX-V and NSX-T Managers 
simultaneously, hence use of the NSX migrate vSphere networking feature 
was not an option.

Seven out of eight ESXi hosts were migrated using the method described 
above. vCenter, NSX-V Manager, and NSX-T Manager were pinned to 
the ESXI host (i.e., host 8) prior to the ESXi host migration. All virtual 
machines except for the vCenter and NSX-T Manager must be migrated 
from host 8 to another ESXi host. At this point, NSX-T Manager’s second 
and third appliances must be deployed into another ESXI host (i.e., host1 
to host7) and into an N-VDS segment. This approach allows three NSX-T 
Managers—one on VDS/host8 and two on N-VDS/other ESXi hosts (i.e., 
host 1 to host7)—to form the NSX-T Management cluster. If the 2nd and 
3rd NSX Managers were not deployed into N-VDS, the vCenter and NSX-T 
primary appliance networks, which are on a VDS port group, cannot be 
changed to an N-VDS segment.

After the NSX-T management cluster is formed and validated as healthy, 
vCenter must be migrated from VDS to N-VDS and from host8 to another 
ESXi host. This is followed by the primary NSX-T Manager, which is still 
on the VDS network. At this point, host8 will have no virtual machines 
and can be placed into maintenance mode for the installation of NSX-T 
VIBs. At this point, one physical NIC (vmnic1) is on N-VDS and one physical 
NIC (vmnic0) is on VDS for all ESXi hosts. Thorough testing must be 
performed to ensure that all VMs, ESXi hosts, and VMKernel ports 
are reachable from the external networks. A vCenter alert—network 
redundancy lost—can be ignored during this time. At this point, rollback  
to NSX-V is still possible as the VDS is still available.

After all VMs are migrated from VDS to N-VDS, ESXi management and 
vMotion VMkernel ports, which are still on vmnic0, need to be migrated 
from VDS to N-VDS/along with vmnic0. This can be done using the 
configure NSX wizard available on NSX-T UI. Simultaneous migration of 
pNIC (vmnic0) and VMkernel ports is an essential step to maintaining ESXi 
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host connectivity with vCenter and other networks. ESXi hosts have to 
be put in maintenance mode for this migration. More than one ESXi host 
can be put into maintenance mode to reduce the overall time required for 
this migration. Rollback to NSX-V is difficult at this point as physical NICs 
will need to be removed from N-VDS and migrated to VDS, followed by 
VM migration, followed by NSX-T VIB removal on ESXi hosts, followed by 
NSX-V VIB installation. Post-migration tasks include creation of a transport 
node profile and application of the profile to the production cluster.

At this end of this step, the production cluster is on NSX-T and the Oracle 
cluster is on NSX-V. This configuration is valid and supported by VMware. 
With this configuration, NSX-V enforces the firewall rules for the Oracle 
cluster and NSX-T enforces the firewall rules for the production cluster. 
The diagram in Figure 3.7 shows the changes made during step 2 of the 
ESXi host migration from NSX-V to NSX-T.

Figure 3.7 Step 2 – ESXi Host and VM Migration from NSX-V to NSX-T
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Step 3 – ESXi Host and VM Migration of Oracle Cluster

The ESXi hosts in the Oracle cluster also had two physical NICs, therefore 
the process of NSX-T installation in the ESXi hosts was similar to the 
production cluster. Prior to the migration, Oracle servers were shut 
down per the company’s policy to keep the database consistent with 
eBusiness Suite and other web applications. One physical NIC (vmnic1) 
from each ESXi host was removed from VDS as the NSX-T installation 
requires a free physical NIC for the configuration of N-VDS. NSX-T VIB 
installation was performed using a wizard from cITOpus. Since there were 
no running virtual machines, the ESXi hosts did not need to be put in 
maintenance mode for the installation of NSX-T VIBs. After NSX-T was 
installed successfully on all three ESXi hosts, the cITopus VM migration 
wizard was used to migrate the VMs from VDS port groups to NSX-T 
segments. Subsequently, vmnic0 and VMKernel ports (ESXi management 
and vMotion) were simultaneously migrated from VDS to N-VDS using the 
configure NSX wizard from the NSX-T UI.

To test virtual machines in NSX-T, the customer’s application team restarted 
the Oracle databases, application servers, web servers, management, and 
monitoring servers in the Oracle cluster. Each VM was tested with ping 
command for east/west and north/south reachability. Oracle Enterprise 
Manager, the management tool for all Oracle applications, was used to 
test the overall health and connectivity of the Oracle environment.

Figure 3.8 Step 3 – ESXi Host and VM Migration from NSX-V to NSX-T
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Security Tag Migration

Security tags were migrated as part of the cITopus NSX V2T migration 
import wizard stage 2 export of the .cit file, which was produced by the 
NSX V2T migration export wizard. In NSX-T, security tags are entirely 
managed by NSX-T; vCenter administrators have no visibility of or access 
to the security tags associated with the virtual machines. vCenter 
administrators still have the ability to manage the VM tags, which are 
unaffected with the introduction of the new security tags. Once the stage 2 
import is completed, new security tags are added to the virtual machines.

The cITopus stage 2 import wizard was run twice during each maintenance 
window to migrate security tags for each cluster. During the first maintenance 
window, cITopus attempted to apply all of the tags, including the VMs 
running on the Oracle cluster. Tags were not applied to the virtual machines 
running on the Oracle cluster as they were still managed by NSX-V. During 
the second maintenance window, the stage 2 import wizard ignored 
applying tags for the production cluster and applied tags only to the 
virtual machines under the Oracle cluster.

In this situation, the security tag migration was done during the same 
maintenance window when ESXi host and VMs were migrated; however, 
it not uncommon for customers to perform this task during a new 
maintenance window. Note that firewall rules based on security groups 
that dynamically include VMs based on security tags will not be effective 
until the security tags are applied to the virtual machines.

Security testing was then conducted to ensure that traffic that was known 
to be blocked between a source and destination was still blocked and that 
all trusted traffic was still allowed.

Post-Migration State of NSX Environment

After the V2T migration was completed, micro-segmentation was frozen 
for a week for monitoring. This allowed application teams to complete 
post-migration testing and validation. After a week where no issues 
were encountered, NSX-V Manager was deregistered from vCenter, 
NSX-V Controllers were deleted, and NSX-V Manager was marked 
for decommissioning. VDS with no VMs or ESXi hosts attached were 
deleted. The health of NSX-T clusters was checked via NSX-T Manager. 
Application of the transport node profile against all ESXi hosts was 
validated from NSX-T UI. cITopus L2 topology and micro-segmentation 
graphs were reviewed. PDF and Excel reports containing graphs and 
NSX-T environment specifications were produced for manual validation 
of the environment. The NSX-T environment was accessed from vRealize 
Operations Manager and Log Insight. vRealize Network Insight was used 
to ensure operationalization of the NSX-T firewall rules. Finally, the NSX-V 
environment was deleted from cITopus.
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Figure 3.9 depicts the post-migration state of the NSX-T environment.

Figure 3.9 Post-Migration State of the NSX Environment
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Migration of a Large Environment

NSX-V to NSX-T Migration of a Large 
Environment
This chapter describes the NSX-V to NSX-T migration of a large environment 
for a systems integrator delivering solutions to the federal government. 
Its IT operations are distributed across two data centers—primary and 
disaster recovery. The primary site runs mission critical production 
applications. The disaster recovery site has two core functions—  
1) recovery of production applications in the event of a failure of the 
primary site, and 2) provide compute and storage resources for the 
development applications. Applications on both sites are provisioned 
through various automation pipelines, including Ansible playbooks and 
vRealize Automation. Various teams within the organization are involved 
with the application provisioning process, including the automation  
team, VMware team, network team, and the security team.

This chapter describes the NSX for vSphere (NSX-V) to NSX-T migration 
processes, outcomes, and lessons learned in a large-size environment 
consisting of more than 100 ESXi hosts. This environment had implemented 
several key NSX-V features including software-defined networking, micro-
segmentation, identity firewall for virtual desktops, load balancing, VPN, 
and disaster recovery for the business-critical applications. There were two 
data centers, each with its own vCenter managing the site-specific clusters. 
Multiple groups in the organizations were responsible for managing different 
vCenter clusters, including teams responsible for infosec, VDI, database, 
Windows, Linux, and core infrastructure.
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NSX-V Environment Overview

The organization’s NSX for vSphere environment had network virtualization 
and micro-segmentation deployed for the primary data center but only 
network virtualization for the disaster recovery data center. NSX-V 
Universal Logical Switches (ULS) and Universal Distributed Logical 
Routers (UDLR) were deployed in the primary data center and extended 
to the secondary data center to form a single NSX-V logical plane across 
both data centers. This approach improved business continuity and 
disaster recovery of business-critical applications. The primary site’s 
micro-segmentation used global scope objects including sections, 
security groups, security tags, IP sets, and firewall rules, which were  
not extended to the secondary site.

The organization was planning on extending the scope of NSX-V micro-
segmentation from the primary site to the disaster recovery site to allow 
for the protection of business-critical applications. However, after learning 
about the retirement of NSX-V, the organization decided to migrate from 
NSX-V to NSX-T for both data centers prior to implementing the micro-
segmentation at the disaster recovery site. As a pre-requisite to implement 
NSX-T 3.0, an upgrade of vSphere environment from 6.5 to 6.7 and an 
upgrade of firmware was needed. Furthermore, Site Recovery Manager 
also needed an upgrade to support the latest versions of vSphere and NSX.

Table 4.1 lists the NSX-V environment’s micro-segmentation objects.

NSX-V Components # Use of the NSX-V Components

# of ESXi hosts with NSX-V 
VIBs installed

135 ESXi hosts of the data center that had NSX-V 
installed

# of Virtual Machines 2500 Systems including Oracle databases, 
infrastructure servers and application services

# of Edge Services Gateways 20 Routers deployed as VMs providing north/south 
routing to the virtual machines

# of Distributed Logical 
Routers

10 Distributed across all ESXi hosts to provide east/
west routing for the virtual machines

# of Logical Switches 100 NSX Manager L2 switches that virtual machines 
connect to

# of Security Groups 250 Used to intelligently group virtual machines 
based on dynamic inclusion rules

# of IP Sets 500 Needed for physical servers and networks that 
are used in the firewall rules

# of Security Tags 325 Utilized to dynamically group virtual machines 
into security groups

# of Distributed Firewall Rules 1000 Deployed into the primary site

# of Policies 100 Used to logically group firewall rules
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NSX-V Components # Use of the NSX-V Components

# of data centers 2 NSX Manager is registered with one vCenter

# of vRealize Automation 
Blueprints with NSX-V 
Integration

100 Offered infrastructure-as-a-service capabilities 
using NSX-V components, including logical 
switches, security groups, load balancers,  
and security policies

Table 4.1 Number of Objects in the NSX-V Environment

NSX-V to NSX-T Migration Motivation

The organization’s key reasons for migrating from NSX-V to NSX-T were:

1. Standardizing all datacenters on NSX-T to avoid rework in future. 

2. Responding to NSX’s approaching end-of-life; upgrading to its 
replacement (i.e., NSX-T).

3. Improving security of the virtual machines in the DR site.

NSX-V to NSX-T Migration Approach

This section describes the high-level approach followed to migrate from 
NSX-V to NSX-T.

NSX-V to NSX-T migration required changes to the ecosystem—consisting 
of VMware and third-party products—that had been built for NSX-V. 
For example, the vRealize Automation blueprints utilized on-demand 
NSX-V load balancers, on-demand security groups, and on-demand 
logical switches. The virtual desktop infrastructure utilized NSX-V identity 
firewall, guest introspection services, and third-party anti-virus products. 
There were also processes specifically dependent on NSX-V, such as the 
CI/CD pipeline which provisioned distributed firewall policies, security 
tags, security groups, and logical switches as part of the virtual machine 
provisioning process. Considering these factors, in-place migration of 
NSX-V to NSX-T was eliminated as a viable solution, leaving out-of-place 
migration as the only choice. The out-of-place migration process involved 
the following five tasks:

1. Migration of the management cluster

2. Development of new vCenter cluster consisting of upgraded ESXi 
hosts (6.7) and firmware

3. Migration of NSX components into the new vCenter cluster

4. Migration of virtual machines from the existing cluster to a new cluster

5. Decommissioning the hardware the from existing cluster and 
re-purposing for another cluster
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The out-of-place migration also followed the co-exist strategy where 
both NSX-V and NSX-T environments were maintained for several months 
to allow for migration of all virtual machines from existing clusters to 
new clusters. This strategy also allowed the organization time to update 
the underlying processes that were dependent on NSX-V, including 
CI/CD pipelines, security policies, disaster recovery runbook, change 
management processes, and approval policies. The strategy also helped 
the infosec team, who needed additional time to test the integration of 
NSX-T with the security tools (e.g., port scanning, SEIM, NetFlow, and 
network sniffers).

The flow diagram in Figure 4.1 depicts the overall migration approach 
followed to migrate from NSX-V to NSX-T.

Figure 4.1 NSX-V to NSX-T Migration Approach

Assess NSX-V Environment

SPJ Solutions conducted an assessment of customer’s NSX-V and vSphere 
assessment. This included all of the tasks described in the previous chapter 
as well as the following additional tasks that addressed the needs of the 
large-size customer and the out-of-place migration approach.

Cluster-Specific Assessment

This assessment included the cluster-specific implementation of NSX-V 
features intended for the virtual machines running on the cluster. Each 
cluster had a DLR or UDLR for east/west routing of the virtual machine 
traffic. The DLRs and UDLRs provided isolation and control of network 
traffic among virtual machines belonging to different clusters. Since 
different clusters were maintained by different teams in the organization, 
clusters were considered as tenants. Network traffic intended for other 
clusters or external networks (e.g., Internet) were sent to a pair of ESGs 
for routing decisions. DLRs were used for clusters that had bridging 
requirements to physical servers (e.g., Oracle Exadata). UDLRs were  
used for clusters that needed to extend to the disaster recovery site.
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This cluster-specific assessment helped to identify the complexity and 
effort of migration, determine the duration of maintenance windows for 
the migration, and map the NSX-T components and features that are 
needed for the cluster.

vRealize Automation Blueprints

This customer had built about 100 vRealize Automation blueprints to deliver 
infrastructure-as-a-service (IaaS) capabilities, including VM provisioning, 
de-provisioning, and day 2 operations. NSX-V was used as an endpoint 
for vRealize Automation to allow for the provisioning of networking and 
security objects. Replacing NSX-V with NSX-T as the endpoint in vRealize 
Automation required assessment of all the blueprints for feature parity with 
NSX-T. Furthermore, the effort and timeline of development of NSX-T code 
in the vRealize Orchestrator had to be identified.

Security Tools

SPJ Solutions’ security engineers worked with the customer’s infosec team 
to understand the uniqueness of their infosec cluster, which contained 
security tools for the entire data center. One such example was the port 
scanning tools, heavily integrated with NSX-T, that detect vulnerabilities 
of the production applications and operating systems. The organization 
had to develop a plan for switching over from NSX-V to NSX-T, which 
included evaluation of NSX-T features, operationalization of NSX-T, 
and change of security runbooks. Another example is the use of the 
NSX-V IPFIX feature, which the organization was using to capture traffic 
flows sourced from and destined to the virtual machines running on 
NSX-V logical switches. The ability of NSX-T to replace the packet flow 
forwarding feature had to be analyzed and documented. The infosec 
team also built and maintained a section in the NSX-V distributed firewall. 
This contained distributed firewall rules that permitted traffic to flow 
between security tools and virtual machines. Changes to the third-party 
security tools due to introduction of NSX-T added a new task of manual 
assessment of that section.

The outcome of the assessment was to identify any risks of migrating from 
NSX-V to NSX-T to the security tools and processes. It also sought to 
understand the effort required to update the tools to ensure compatibility 
with NSX-T. The organization decided to migrate the infosec cluster after 
all other clusters were migrated to allow for the continuation of security 
operations in existing infrastructure.

Physical Network Assessment 

The organization had deployed universal distributed router control VMs 
at the primary and disaster recovery sites to merge the NSX networking 
plan. The use of universal logical switches allowed virtual machines 
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at the primary and secondary sites to communicate with each other 
through NSX-T overlay network. The use of universal logical switches 
also simplified replication of virtual machines from the primary site to the 
secondary site. NSX-V has a feature called local egress, which make such 
communication between primary and disaster recovery sites possible. This 
feature not available in NSX-T. VMware’s product strategy is to replace 
the universal local egress architecture in NSX-V with the federation 
architecture in NSX-T.

The assessment of physical network architecture provided assurance that 
NSX-T federation is capable of replacing the NSX-V universal capabilities. 
The assessment also found that the organization utilized OSPF as dynamic 
routing protocol between Edge Services Gateways and the physical 
switches. Since NSX-T does not support OSPF, an assessment of the use 
of BGP to replace OSPF was performed. Use of BGP required a number 
of changes, including purchasing licenses on some of the Cisco switches, 
learning BGP, and operationalizing management practices in both physical 
and NSX environments.

Deploy NSX-T Manager Cluster

SPJ Solutions deployed the NSX-T management plane into the management 
cluster and registered NSX with vCenter using the cITopus single-click 
NSX-T install wizard. Prior to the installation of NSX-T, SPJ Solutions 
helped the customer upgrade vCenter from 6.5 to 6.7 and ESXi hosts  
in the management cluster from 6.5 to 6.7.

Figure 4.2 shows the management cluster containing NSX-V components 
prior to the upgrades and installation of the NSX-T Manager cluster.

Figure 4.2 Management Cluster Containing NSX-V Management Plane
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Figure 4.3 depicts the management cluster after the deployment  
of NSX-T Manager cluster. Note that both the NSX-V and NSX-T 
management planes can coexist on a single vCenter DRS cluster. This  
is part of the co-exist strategy employed for the migration of NSX-V to 
NSX-T. Virtual machines from both NSX-V and NSX-T were connected to 
VMware distributed port groups for network connectivity, removing the 
need to deploy overlay networks in the cluster.

Figure 4.3 Management Cluster Containing both NSX-V and NSX-T Management Planes

Build new NSX-T Clusters

The vSphere environment consisted of 12 vCenter DRS clusters. The 
following section describes the NSX-V to NSX-T migration process for 
three distinct types of clusters—database, VDI, and DMZ.

Database Cluster

As part of the out-of-place migration strategy, all the clusters except  
for the management cluster were built from scratch using new hardware 
or repurposed hardware from other clusters. The repurposing process 
involved decommissioning of the hardware from the previous cluster, 
upgrading firmware and ESXi software, and adding the hardware to the 
new cluster. The organization treated each cluster as a separate tenant, 
hence a dedicated DLR or UDLR was deployed onto each cluster for east/
west network communication of the virtual machines.

The database cluster consisted of virtual machines running Oracle, SQL 
and MySQL. The ESXi hosts in the database cluster were prepared with 
NSX-V VIBs. Several logical switches were created for virtual machine 
networking. The DLR had logical interfaces (LIFs) connected to the logical 
switches to provide L3 services. The DLR was connected with a pair of 
ESGs to provide cross-cluster network connectivity to the virtual machines. 
There were several physical servers, including Oracle Exadata, on the same 
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L2 domain as the virtual machines in the database cluster. DLR native L2 
bridging was utilized for bridging L2 traffic between the virtual machines 
and the physical servers through a distributed virtual switch.

Figure 4.4 shows the database cluster:

Figure 4.4 Database Cluster for NSX-V Environment

To perform NSX-V to NSX-T migration of the database cluster, a new 
database cluster was built with ESXi 6.7 hosts prepared with NSX-T VIBs. 
The cITopus NSX-T single-click NSX install feature was utilized to install 
NSX-T VIBs into the ESXi hosts and to deploy an Edge cluster with an 
active/standby configuration . A multi-tenant router (T1), solely for the 
database cluster, was deployed into Edge cluster. The T1 router was 
configured with linked segments for the virtual machine networking. A 
native L2 bridge was configured on the T1 router to allow connectivity 
between the physical servers and the virtual machines in the NSX-T 
environment. A second bridge, called NSX-V to NSX-T bridge, was 
configured to allow for seamless migration of virtual machines from 
NSX-V to NSX-T. This bridge allowed virtual machines in the same L2 
domain to be migrated from an NSX-V logical switch to NSX-T segments 
using the NSX-V LIF as the gateway. This approach allows for gradual 
migration of virtual machines from NSX-V to NSX-T, eliminating the  
need for full subnet migration.
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Figure 4.5 depicts the new database cluster with NSX-T configurations:

Figure 4.5 Database Cluster for NSX-T Environment

The following list outlines the key tasks involved in preparing the new 
NSX-T database cluster prior to the migration process:

1. Installed NSX-T VIBs on the ESXi hosts, replacing NSX-V VIBs

2. Configured NSX-T segments, replacing NSX-V logical switches

3. Installed an NSX-T Edge cluster into the database cluster. There  
is no equivalent of this step in the NSX-V environment.

4. Deployed NSX-T T1 Router, replacing the NSX-V DLR

After the database cluster was built, the cITopus virtual machine migration 
wizard was utilized to migrate VMs from NSX-V to NSX-T. In addition, the 
cITopus V2T migration wizard was used to migrate micro-segmentation 
components. Since the virtual machine IP addresses are not changed as 
part of the migration process, and since only one L3 can be active at any 
point, NSX-V DLR LIFs were shut down. The temporary V2T L2 bridge was 
uninstalled from the Edge cluster. The cITopus NSX-V uninstall wizard was 
used to safely remove NSX-V from the current database cluster. Finally, 
the previous database cluster was decommissioned to repurpose the 
hardware for other clusters.

VDI Cluster

The VDI Cluster contained virtual desktops provisioned by Horizon 
Connection Server. The virtual desktops were protected by third-party 
scanning tools for anti-virus and malware. The third-party scanning tools 
were deployed in the VDI cluster along with NSX-V guest introspection 
VMs using the NSX-V service insertion process. The Horizon virtual 
desktops were connected to NSX-V logical switches which in turn  
were connected to DLR LIFs.
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Migration of virtual desktops from V2T involved several key tasks. 
Compatibility of the third-party scanning tools with NSX-T was checked to 
ensure that the virtual desktops would receive the same or better antivirus 
and malware protection after migration. The third-party service VMs 
that managed the scanning tools had to be upgraded to obtain support 
for NSX-T. The virtual desktops did not need to be migrated; new virtual 
desktops were provisioned in the new VDI cluster with existing user 
profiles. Finally, the virtual desktops in the current VDI cluster were 
de-provisioned.

Figure 4.6 VDI Cluster for NSX-V and NSX-T Environments

To start the V2T migration process for the VDI cluster, a new VDI cluster 
was built with ESXi 6.7. The previous VDI cluster had ESXi hosts with ESXi 
6.5. The cITopus NSX-T single-click NSX install feature was used to install 
NSX-T VIBs into the ESXi hosts. The cITopus V2T migration wizard was 
utilized to migrate micro-segmentation components.

The following list outlines the key tasks involved in preparing the new 
NSX-T VDI cluster prior to the migration process:

1. Installed NSX-T VIBs in the ESXi hosts, replacing the NSX-V VIBs

2. Installed third-party scanning tools in the NSX-T environment, 
replacing the NSX-V specific third-party scanning tools and the  
NSX-V guest introspection VMs

3. Configured NSX-T segments, replacing NSX-V logical switches

4. Deployed NSX-T T1 router for the VDI cluster, replacing NSX-V DLR

After the VDI cluster was built, Horizon instant clone provisioning was 
utilized to provision new virtual desktops into the VDI cluster. Then the 
cITopus NSX-V uninstall wizard was utilized to safely remove NSX-V 
from the previous VDI cluster. Finally, the previous VDI cluster was 
decommissioned to repurpose the hardware for other clusters.
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DMZ Cluster

The customer had consolidated all Edge services in the DMZ cluster, 
which was an ingress and egress point for all north/south traffic for the 
virtual machines. In this architecture, traffic from virtual desktops destined 
for the Internet had to leave the VDI cluster and reach the DMZ cluster 
to connect to external networks. The DMZ cluster consisted of a pair of 
ESGs with an equal cost multi-pathing (ECMP) configuration to handle all 
north/south traffic. UDLR control VMs from each cluster were connected 
to ESGs to establish north/south connectivity between other clusters and 
the DMZ cluster. UDLR local egress technology was used to extend the 
NSX-V overlay L2/L3 plane from the primary site to the disaster recovery 
site. The DMZ cluster also contained several ESGs with load balancing 
and high availability configurations to provide load balancing services to 
virtual machines running on other clusters. Additionally, the DMZ cluster 
contained several ESGs that provided IPSEC VPN services for business-
to-business (B2B) communication to external vendors.

To migrate from V2T on the DMZ cluster, a new DMZ cluster was built from 
scratch using new hardware with ESXi 6.7. The cITopus NSX-T single-click 
NSX-T installation wizard was used to deploy NSX-T VIBs into the ESXi 
hosts and the NSX-T Edge clusters providing north/south connectivity. 
Load balancing and VPN services were configured on the Edge clusters  
to provide like-for-like Edge services in the NSX-T environment. In 
addition, the cITopus V2T migration wizard was utilized to migrate  
micro-segmentation components from the V2T environment.

Figure 4.7 shows the NSX-V environment in the current DMZ cluster  
and the NSX-T environment in the new DMZ Cluster.

Figure 4.7 Current and New DMZ Clusters for NSX-V to NSX-T Migration
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The following list outlines the key tasks involved in preparing the new DMZ 
cluster prior to the migration process:

1. Installed NSX-T VIBs in the ESXi hosts, replacing the NSX-V VIBs

2. Configured NSX-T Segments, replacing NSX-V logical switches

3. Installed Several Edge clusters with active/active and active/standby 
configurations

4. Configured NSX-T T1 router for the DMZ cluster, replacing the  
NSX-V UDLR 

5. Configured load balancers and VPN Edge services on active/standby 
Edge clusters, replacing the ESGs deployed specifically for these 
Edge services in the NSX-V environment

The DMZ cluster migration consisted of a number of additional tasks; one 
involved the use of BGP instead of OSPF as the dynamic routing protocol 
for peering between the physical routers and ESGs. Figure 4.8 depicts 
this environment.

Figure 4.8 NSX-V ECMP Peering with Physical Routers (OSPF)

Since OSPF is not supported in NSX-T, BGP had to be used as the 
dynamic routing protocol between the physical routers and the Edge 
nodes (i.e., T0 routers). Note that the same physical routers were 
connected to both ESGs and Edge nodes to support the migration.  
After all Edge services and virtual machines were migrated in the new  
DMZ cluster, the OSPF configurations for the ESGs were removed.
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Figure 4.9 presents the new NSX-T environment with BGP peering 
between the physical routers and the Edge nodes.

Figure 4.9 NSX-T Edge Node (T0 Router) Peering with Physical Routers (BGP)

Migration of Multi-Site Networking for Disaster Recovery

One of the key migration tasks was moving the universal overlay L2/L3 
stretching from V2T. The L2/L3 stretching allowed use of the same 
logical switches and LIFs at both primary and disaster recovery sites.  
The VMware Site Recovery Manager™ (SRM) auto-mapping feature  
was used to automatically map the networks to the replicated VMs.

Figure 4.10 depicts the NSX-V environment and the use of UDLRs and 
universal switches across both sites to provide disaster recovery of the 
virtual machines from the primary site to the DR site using SRM.

Figure 4.10 Before Migration—Multi-Site Networking using NSX-V Universal Plane
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The customer decided to not stretch the L2/L3 in the NSX-T environment 
as part of the migration; however, there was a plan to utilize NSX-T 
federation to keep both sites in sync. The multisite networking was 
essentially changed to single site networking provided by the T0 and 
T1routers. NSX-T Managers at each site provided a local NSX data plane 
for virtual machine networking and micro-segmentation.

Figure 4.11 shows the NSX-T environment and use of T0 and T1 routers 
and segments at both sites. This provides disaster recovery of the virtual 
machines from the primary site to the DR site using SRM.

Figure 4.11 After Migration—Multi-Site Networking using NSX-T T0/T1 Routers

NSX-T multisite architecture was considered as an alternative to the 
above approach. It was eventually eliminated due to the requirement of 
stretched physical VLAN for the management plane and manual NSX-T 
Manager recovery process. The drawbacks of the single site architecture 
were addressed by cITopus features, including federation of micro-
segmentation from primary site to the secondary site.

Migration of Multi-Site Micro-Segmentation for Disaster Recovery

The customer utilized global micro-segmentation objects to protect virtual 
machines at the primary site. Cross-site micro-segmentation migration 
involved the following tasks:

1. Tune, optimize, and obtain security approval for micro-segmentation 
at the primary site in the NSX-V environment.

2. Migrate the firewall rules and micro-segmentation objects from V2T.

3. Deploy the exact same firewall rules and micro-segmentation objects 
from the NSX-T environment to the DR site.
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The cITopus NSX V2T migration tool played a key role in the process of 
cross-data center micro-segmentation. The cITopus NSX V2T migration 
import and export feature facilitated conversion of micro-segmentation 
from V2T at the primary site and subsequent deployment into both sites. 
Site Recovery Manager was used to replicate most of the virtual machines 
from the primary site to the DR site. Application-specific replication (e.g., 
Oracle Active Data Guard, SQL AlwaysOn, AD replication) was utilized to 
replicate databases and certain applications from the primary site to the 
DR site. cITopus helped in automating the application of security tags for 
the replicated VMs in the DR site, a process which is critical for the proper 
functioning of firewall policies in NSX-T environments.

Figure 4.12 shows the NSX-V environment in the primary site and the role 
of cITopus in the migration of cross-data center micro-segmentation.

Figure 4.12 NSX-V Environment of the Primary Data Center with Micro-Segmentation

Migration of Load Balancing Services

Both primary and disaster recovery sites used localized load balancing 
services provided by NSX-V ESGs. Server pools, VIPs, health monitoring, 
application profiles, load balancing algorithms, virtual servers, and SSL 
certificate were configured to provide L4 load balancing to the web, 
application, and database servers. SSL offloading was utilized at the load 
balancer to terminate the HTTPS session and initiate a new HTTP session 
to the virtual machines in the server pool. External and internal DNS 
entries were mapped to the VIPs.
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Table 4.2 has the rules that were written in the NSX-V distributed firewall (DFW).

SRC DST Service Action Applied To

ANY LB-SG HTTPS Allow LB-SG

LB SERVER-POOL-SG HTTP Allow SERVER-POOL-SG

Table 4.2 Distributed Firewall Rules for Load Balancing

LB-SG, shown in Table 4.2, is a security group containing the logical 
switches that used for load balancer VIPs. SERVER-POOL-SG is a 
security group containing the virtual machines that are part of the load 
balancer server pool.

To migrate the load balancing service from V2T, a new Edge cluster 
containing two Edge nodes with active/standby configurations was 
deployed into the DMZ cluster. A T1 router was deployed into the Edge 
cluster with centralized service ports (CSP). A load balancer, with same 
configurations as the NSX-V load balancer, was deployed into the Edge 
cluster and linked with the T1 router. A new VIP was assigned for each 
server pool to test connectivity from the client to the servers (e.g., web, 
app, DB). The new NSX-T segment created for the VIPs was added to  
the LB-SG using dynamic inclusion rules.

The distributed firewall rules that were brought over from NSX-V to NSX-T 
environments as part of the V2T migration process are still effective so no 
changes were needed to the firewall rules and policies.

Figure 4.13 diagrams the coexistence of both NSX-V and NSX-T load 
balancers, where NSX-V load balancers are active as the DNS records 
point to the VIP on the NSX-V load balancer.

Figure 4.13 Pre-Migration—NSX-V and NSX-T Load Balancers pointing to 

the same Virtual Machines
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In a co-exist strategy, NSX-T load balancers can be used for testing the 
configurations while NSX-V load balancers service production traffic. 
To cutover from the NSX-V to NSX-T load balancers, the following tasks 
were performed:

1. Pointed DNS record to NSX-T VIB

2. Applied SSL Certificate to the NSX-T load balancer

3. Reduced DNS TTL record values

Figure 4.14 depicts the post-migration state of the NSX-V and NSX-T  
load balancers.

Figure 4.14 Post-Migration—NSX-T and NSX-V Load Balancers pointing 

to the same Virtual Machines

Migration of NSX-V Ecosystem to NSX-T

The customer had an IT and engineering ecosystem built with NSX-V 
which needed to be changed to support NSX-T. The ecosystem including 
the following;

1. vRealize Operations for infrastructure monitoring and managing

2. NSX-V as end point to vRealize Automation

3. vRealize Automation blueprints to deploy on-demand NSX-V objects

4. vRealize Orchestrator for custom workflows involving NSX-V 
components

5. CI/CD pipeline for customizing and deploying applications and virtual 
machines; it also utilized REST APIs for NSX-V
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6. Organizational processes including change management, impact 
analysis, approval policies, maintenance window guidelines, training, 
and enablement

7. PowerShell scripts to perform specific operational tasks

8. Operationalization policies and procedures to manage NSX-V tasks, 
including: installation and un-installation of NSX-V Manager and 
Controllers; expansion and decommission of vCenter clusters with 
NSX-V; deployment of Edge Services Gateways and DLRs; role-based 
access control (RBAC) for NSX-V; configuration of VPN and load 
balancers on ESGs; and troubleshooting guidelines

9. Internal training documents containing NSX-V-specific tasks

10. Security policies and manuals for threat prevention, incident 
management, and security monitoring using morning, SEIM,  
and cyber security tools

11. Backup and recovery processes of NSX-V components and virtual 
machines utilizing NSX-V networks

Figure 4.15 depicts some of the key ecosystem entities that the customer 
needed to update as part of the post-migration tasks.

Figure 4.15 NSX-V Eco-System that needed to be Migrated to NSX-T
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Changes to the NSX-V ecosystem to support NSX-T took several months. 
Some of the changes were critical and urgent (e.g., backup and recovery, 
security scanning of the VMs), other changes (e.g., updating the PowerShell 
scripts) less so. The priority and urgency of updating each NSX-V 
ecosystem may vary from customer to customer. Also, it is likely that  
some of the ecosystem entities will be retired.

Chapter Summary

This chapter described the V2T migration for networking, micro-segmentation, 
and Edge services of a large-sized customer. Various decisions to support 
the migration process were outlined along with the reason for selecting 
one choice over others. The co-exist strategy employed for the migration 
required additional hardware. A cluster-by-cluster migration process was 
followed to be able to repurpose the hardware.
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Enterprise Migration of an 
SAP Environment

VMware and partners are committed to helping customers make the 
transition from NSX-V to NSX-T. This chapter shares 27 Virtual’s story 
about migrating one of their enterprise customer’s SAP environment.

This customer is a large public utility in the Southwestern United States 
serving a population of over 2 million. Their technology architecture 
includes a legacy on-premises data center, two colo datacenters, and 
six remote data centers—both physical & software defined. They have 
a small, strong teams for virtualization/systems, networking, storage/
backup/replication, and VDI. The organization is not heavily siloed with 
several members performing functions across multiple teams. They are 
in the midst of moving a line-of-business legacy mainframe to a modern 
SAP-based platform, migrating from NSX-V to NSX-T, and shifting from 
a traditional Cisco 3-tier architecture to a Arista spine-leaf architecture. 
NSX-T plays an integral role in the development, deployment, security, 
availability, and recoverability of the SAP application.
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About 27 Virtual
27 Virtual was founded in 2008 primarily as an education-focused company. 
We would act as a trainer brokerage service to VMware Education. If 
VMware needed additional instructors outside of their staff of full-time 
VMware instructors, they would reach out to 27 Virtual to fill that void. In 
addition to providing highly skilled instructors on demand, we also offered 
content development services. When VMware first acquired Dynamic 
Ops—now vRealize Automation—27 Virtual was contracted to develop the 
very first vCAC courseware for VMware Education.

When VMware acquired Nicera in 2014, they once again reached out to 
27 Virtual to help develop courseware for their new software-defined 
networking product NSX-V. Here is where it gets interesting; 27 Virtual 
not only developed the NSX-V courseware for VMware Education but 
also took over the management of the very highly regarded NSX Ninja 
program. We are directly responsible for helping develop a stable of 
VCDX-NVs. Since 2014, 27 Virtual has assisted VMware with the NSX Ninja 
program—creating content, providing the instructors, and managing all 
the logistics—and this continues today with the shift to NSX-T.

As a VMware MSP partner, 27 Virtual has helped scale NSX deployments 
since 2016. In late 2016 we expanded our offerings around NSX to include 
consulting services. We have completed NSX deployments of all types, 
sizes, and levels of complexity.

Back to the Migration Story
Not too long ago we completed a customer’s NSX-V deployment. The 
project started in late 2018 and was completed in early 2019. It was a 
complex design deployed with different types of compute hardware: 
VxRail for the collapsed management/control plane, Cisco UCS B-Series 
blades for compute clusters, and a mix of blades and Cisco C-Series 
servers for development and UAT systems. We were also informed of a 
plan to shift away from their current traditional Cisco 3-tier architecture  
to a modern Arista spine-leaf architecture. This required unique planning 
to ensure a smooth migration to the new underlying architecture.

The customer’s environment consisted of:

• Two colo data centers with approximately 80 hosts each

• An existing SAP environment with 16 hosts

• EIGRP routing infrastructure

• 6-8 remote locations

• Legacy on-premises data center with 16 hosts
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• Dell VxRail management cluster

• Cisco UCS B-Series blade compute clusters

• Cisco UCS C-series servers at remote sites

• 10GB WAN data center interconnect with 7-8ms latency

The original NSX-V use cases were:

• Layer 2 stretch between data centers (OTV Replacement)

• Layer 2 stretch business continuity and disaster recovery (BCDR)

• Layer 2 stretch to support migration of legacy data center workloads 
to greenfield hardware

• Micro-segmentation to consolidate and isolate production and testing

• Network automation and security for SAP development

• 3rd party integration with Palo Alto Networks firewall for layer 7 (optional)

Questions Regarding NSX-T Options Arise
When workloads were about to be migrated onto the customer’s recently 
deployed and tested NSX-V environment, the customer approached us 
and asked, “Hey, what have you heard about NSX-T?” We held a meeting 
to discuss the possibility of migrating from NSX-V to NSX-T.

In this meeting, the teams reviewed:

• Original uses cases for selecting NSX-V

• The current successful NSX-V design and deployment

• Lessons learned during the NSX-V deployment

• New features of NSX-T, weighing the pros and cons of each, including:

 – NSX-T Multisite (Lite) vs. NSX-V cross-vCenter

 – NSX-T federation vs. NSX-V cross-vCenter (note—federation was 
still a road map item at this time, however its future features and 
benefits were reviewed)

 – New security features (e.g., DFW L7 APP-ID, IDS/IPS, Carbon 
Black integration)

 – Network automation with simplified multi-tenant tier-0 and tier-1 
architecture vs. deploying multiple ESG in the compute clusters 
per tenant
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 – Bare metal Edge nodes vs. NSX-V ESGs

 – Cloud support (i.e., the ability to extend networks to the cloud 
if needed)

 – NSX-V end-of-support timeline expected by Jan 16th, 2022

The customer was on the verge of migrating all workloads to NSX-V. If 
they were to shift to an NSX-T solution, now would be the time. While the 
customer could continue to move forward with migrating workloads to 
NSX-V segments, this would increase the challenge when later migrating 
to NSX-T.

The Decision: Migrate to NSX-T
After weighing all the pros and cons the customer decided to migrate from 
NSX-V to NSX-T. Below are the key factors:

• Feature parity with NSX-V

• New NSX features are developed only in NSX-T

• BFD (Bidirectional Forwarding Detection) for faster BGP failover  
and recover for mission critical application support

• Single vRA/vRO integration step

• SAP development support (automated network and security provision)

• Simplified multi-tenant support tier-0 per tenant or additional tier-1s 
as needed

• Bare metal Edge nodes (performance, sub ~700 ms BDF failover,  
and throughput gains)

• Intrinsic security (e.g., DFW L2/L3/L4, L7 APP-ID, IDS/IPS, Carbon 
Black integration)

• Federation

How Having NSX-V Already Deployed Helped:
Many infrastructure prerequisites required to support the NSX-V 
deployment helped streamline the migration to NSX-T:

• Physical hosts

 – ESXi host firmware updates and PNIC drivers updated to latest 
versions

 – Cisco UCS B-Series blades already re-introduced into the chassis 
to support MTU
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• vSphere

 – Upgraded to latest revision of vSphere 6.7 U3

 – vCenter footprint reduced

 – vSphere clusters eliminated where possible

• Physical route/switch planning:

 – VxRail

 ˚ Management/Edge cluster was selected for NSX-V ESGs

 – Cabling

 ˚ Physical network connections cabled to upstream 7K to 
allow for proper north/south routing configuration including 
simplified future cabling swing

 – BGP

 ˚ AS# planning and transition

 ˚ Transit BGP segments planning

 - VLAN

 - IP space

 - Gateways

 ˚ Simplified swing of BGP from 7K to Arista border leafs

 ˚ Multi-pathing already defined and tested 

 ˚ Routing and neighbor adjacencies IP space, VLANs and iBGP 
on the physical environment defined and tested

 ˚ BGP route distribution into EIGRP and preferred routing 
paths defined

 ˚ EIGRP route preferences defined

• VXLAN IP space planning

 – Simplified transition from VTEP IP space to TEP IP space

• MTU sizing

 – Pre-configured to 9000

 – Configured and confirmed across the entire physical route/switch 
environment

 – Cisco UCS B-Series blades defined and reintroduced to chassis

 – MTU errors on port channels that were originally missed were 
properly defined and connections re-established
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The NSX-T Design Choice:
In the end we landed on NSX-T 2.5.1 Multisite (Lite) <150 ms with manual 
or scripted failover design. Each data center would have an active set of 
ECMP Edge nodes and was designed as an active/active solution.

Figure 5.1 Customer is currently using the Multisite feature in NSX for vSphere

The NSX-T 2.5.1 Multisite (Lite) <150 ms design supports a manual or 
scripted failover. This means the NSX-T management cluster would only 
exist in the primary data center. To protect the platform in the event 
of catastrophic event (i.e., total loss of the NSX-T management/policy/
control plane at the primary site) NSX-T Managers will be pre-staged at the 
secondary site, stopping just short of configuring the cluster. The primary 
site management cluster was modified so discovery would require FQDNs 
(fully qualified domain names) instead of IP address.

The Migration

Infrastructure Planning

The biggest consideration for the migration itself, other than planning for 
and minimizing possible outages, was architecting the use of vNICs/PNICs 
and VDS/N-VDS. To avoid a single point of failure, the customer would 
need to choose which 2 PNICs would be used with NSX-T in the compute 
cluster. The customer’s current Cisco UCS environment was configured 
with only 2 vNICs/PNICs per blade in a single VDS, DC1-vDS-01, stretched 
across all blades.
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Figure 5.2 Customer’s current environment shown in the above.

At the time of this deployment, early in the lifespan of NSX-T 2.5 and 
vSphere 6.7, the option shown in Figure 3 was not available. The customer 
would have had to either migrate their existing VDS to an N-VDS or 
somehow provision two more PNICS to dedicate to the NSX-T N-VDS.

Figure 5.3 The vSphere 7.0 / NSX-T 3.0 VDS preparation option NOT yet available

We will address how resolve this challenge after a discussion on removing 
NSX-V.

Removal of NSX-V

With the NSX-T design choice made and the needed infrastructure 
changes in place we can now migrate to NSX-T. However, we first need 
to complete the removal of NSX-V from a large enterprise environment. 
Removal of NSX-V involves peeling back the onion of NSX-V by gradually 
removing all objects in the reverse order as they were deployed.
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• Start by removing the vNICs of all VMs from NSX-V logical switches 
(local and universal), internal static routing or iBGP configuration and 
forwarders, internal transit segments to (U)DLR’s, and north/south 
BGP adjacencies.

• Remove all Edge Service Gateways and (U)DLR’s followed by all 
logical switches.

• Remove all clusters from the transport zone, delete the transport zone, 
unconfigure VXLAN on the cluster, and reverse host preparation by 
uninstalling NSX on the cluster.

• Delete the NSX Manager and Controllers and remove any leftover 
VTEP interfaces. Reboot hosts as needed.

• Finally, remove the NSX Manager plug-in from vCenter.

Figure 5.4 Uninstalling the NSX-V components from the host.

# PNICs and Version Considerations

At the time of the migration the customer was running vSphere 6.7 U3 
and hosts would be prepped with NSX-T 2.5.1. These combined versions 
cannot leverage the existing VDS for NSX-T segments, thus would require 
a dedicated N-VDS. However, with the only two PNICs already in use by 
the existing VDS, a migration from the existing VDS to a newly formed 
N-VDS would be required. This migration would involve some risk in 
migrating uplinks, VMKs, and workloads.

Add Two Additional PNICs

Now that NSX-V has been removed, a simple way to eliminate the risk of 
migrating from a VDS to N-VDS would be to assign two additional vNICs 
to the existing Cisco UCS service profile. This would provide two available 
PNICs to build out the NSX-T N-VDS across the Cisco UCS blades without 
disrupting any of the port groups, VLANs, NIOC, VMKernel NICs, or 
uplinks in the existing VDS.
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The gray NSXT-vDS can now be built by leveraging the newly created vNICs.

Figure 5.5 NSX-T VDS enabled by the newly created VNICs

Keep in mind the management/Edge cluster would contain the 
NSX-T Edge nodes/Edge cluster, but the hosts themselves would 
not be prepared for NSX-T. The NSX-T Edge nodes that reside in the 
management/Edge cluster would maintain a single N-VDS. The Edge 
node vNICs would connect to the already created VLAN-backed port 
groups in the blue VDS DC1-ME-vDS. This VDS was originally built when 
NSX-V was deployed to support the transit VLAN network segments for 
BGP (left/right); it will be reused in the NSX-T deployment.

Migrating NSX-V North/South Routing to NSX-T

The preexisting deployment of NSX-V greatly simplified the migration 
of the routing configuration from V to T. The NSX-T north/south routing 
was designed to leverage BGP with the same basic configuration of the 
NSX-V design.

The north/south routing migration was simplified by migrating both left 
legs of ESG from VLAN 200 to the NSX-T Edge node and validating the 
change. This was followed by migrating both of the right leg, VLAN 300, 
from the ESG to the NSX-T Edge node.

The subtle difference in NSX-T is that the TEPs exist in the Edge node  
and that would require design considerations regarding VLAN tagging and 
trunking whereas the NSX-V, the VTEPs exist in the hosts. TEPs and the 
associated VLAN tag now exist in a single N-VDS design. Next, the NSX-T 
segment in a single N-VDS design would be tagged. BGP was configured 
for both the left side and the right side, the TEP segment was tagged, 
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VLAN trunking was applied to vSphere VDS DC1-ME-VDS.  Finally, BGP 
adjacencies, passwords, and configuration details were applied and BGP 
neighbors established.

Figure 5.6 Showing that the BGP was established

Migrating NSX-V to NSX-T East/West Routing

There is no path to migrate NSX-V universal objects to NSX-T; however, 
since the NSX-V universal traffic flow was active/passive with no local 
egress, the migration was simple. Once the north/south and east/west 
routing was in place, we created NSX-T segments that we could flip NSX-V 
workloads onto. There was only a slight outage as gateways were moved 
from the NSX-V (U)DLR to NSX-T tier-1 segment gateway.
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Figure 5.7 East/West routing in NSX-T

SAP Application Support

One of the requirements from the application developers was to have 
SDN built into their automation platform. They want the ability to 
scale networking the same way they scale applications. They use vRA for 
application provisioning, and one of the ways to automate networking is  
to use the network profiles in vRA to create NSX-T segments on demand. 
In this case, vRA was used to pre-stage the NSX-T segments that stretched 
between their data centers. The pre-staged network segments allowed 
the application developers to rapidly deploy networking as they scaled  
up their SAP applications.
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Figure 5.8 Pre-created NSX-T segments reserved for the SAP application 

for faster scaling of networking

BCDR Support

When the customer first discovered the NSX-V solution, one of their 
primary goals was to leverage VXLAN to eliminate the need for OTV. 
Since it was difficult to build and maintain the OTV segments, they were 
not heavily utilized. Now with NSX-T, the customer can easily create new 
networks in software that can be extended between data centers with a 
click of button.

The NSX-T stretch layer 2 segments would:

• act as an OTV replacement to:

 – support planned migrations between data centers, ensuring 
business continuity

 – support disaster recover

• support the migration of workloads from legacy environments into  
a new colo

• support networks built on demand for SAP development workloads

• reduce the administrative workload for the network team, providing 
true OPEX savings
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Migration from a Traditional Three-Tier Architecture

The final phase of this migration story was to not only leveraging NSX-T 
but also migrating from a legacy three-tier network architecture to a 
modern layer 3 IP fabric architecture.

Figure 5.9 Customer’s traditional 3-tier architecture

Migrating to a Modern Layer-3 IP Fabric Spine Leaf Architecture

Figure 5.10 Transforming into a spine-leaf architecture, post-migration
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Once the following steps were performed, the full migration from NSX-V 
to NSX-T was complete:

• Migrate the physical cabling from the Cisco 7K to Arista border leafs

• Update the transit network connections between the NSX-T Edge 
nodes to the Arista border leafs

• Re-establish the BGP adjacencies

• Perform validation and failover testing

• Plan and reconfigure transport nodes

 – TEP IP Space

 – VMK IP Space as needed (management, vMotion)

In Conclusion
Technology is a moving target. This customer’s journey consisted of:

• Running mission critical applications on a mainframe

• Deploying and supporting x86 servers

• Managing a new wave of modern client/server applications

• Consolidating that environment by almost 85% leveraging VMware 
vSphere running on high-density Cisco UCS blades.

• Adding a VxRail/HCI cluster exclusively as a dedicated management 
cluster.

The good news is that with advent of virtualization, the customer’s 
environment is 80 to 90% virtualized. Over time, other challenges have 
emerged, such as manual VLAN provisioning, OTV, BCDR, and security. 
To solve those challenges NSX-V was deployed and rapidly migrated 
to NSX-T. The customer can now work toward phasing out the legacy 
mainframe line-of-business application and leveraging a fully automated 
modern application development platform. This has enabled their application 
team to develop and test the new customized SAP application and other 
development workloads. Test/dev workloads are being spun up and 
tested daily.

Migrating from NSX-V to NSX-T and from a legacy 3-tier architecture to 
spine-leaf has been critical in allowing vRealize Automation to leverage 
both NSX-T overlay segments and NSX-T’s built-in security. This environment 
truly is providing the customer the best of both worlds in data center 
networking, at least for time being.
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Migration to NSX-T Resources

Visit the Migrate to NSX-T resource page. 

Blog Posts

Hear from experts with deep migration experience from NSBU product 
management and the NSX vExperts community.

• NSX-T Data Center Migration Coordinator – Modular Migration

• How to Use Migration Coordinator’s Automated Maintenance Mode

• Migration from VMware NSX for vSphere to NSX-T

• Migrating to NSX Data Center (NSX-T) from NSX for vSphere

• Perform a NSX-V to NSX-T Migration with Migration Coordinator

Documentation

• VMware NSX-T Data Center Documentation provides a list of 
resources, including API and CLI guides

• NSX-T Data Center Migration Coordinator Guide

Design Guides on NSX-T:

• VMware NSX-T Reference Design

Partners

Meet the VMware partners that have successfully completed migrations in 
addition to SPJ Solutions and 27 Virtual.

• Vicos

• RESTNSX

https://www.vmware.com/products/nsx/migrate-to-nsx-t.html
https://blogs.vmware.com/networkvirtualization/2020/12/nsx-t-migration-coordinator-modular-migration.html/
https://blogs.vmware.com/networkvirtualization/2020/05/how-to-use-migration-coordinators-automated-maintenance-mode.html/
https://blogs.vmware.com/networkvirtualization/2020/01/migration-from-vmware-nsx-v-to-t.html/
https://sterling.com/migrating-vmware-nsx-v-to-t/
https://searchvmware.techtarget.com/tip/Perform-a-NSX-V-to-NSX-T-migration-with-Migration-Coordinator
https://docs.vmware.com/en/VMware-NSX-T-Data-Center/index.html
https://docs.vmware.com/en/VMware-NSX-T-Data-Center/2.5/migration/GUID-7899A104-2662-4FC9-87B2-F4688FAEBBBA.html
https://communities.vmware.com/docs/DOC-37591
https://blogs.vmware.com/partner/2020/06/vicos-expertise-advocacy-nsx-pso.html
https://blogs.vmware.com/partner/2020/08/restnsx-simplifies-nsx-management.html
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Podcasts

The NSXninjas Podcast – Episode 4: NSX-V to NSX-T Migrations  
with Andrew Voltmer

Product Evaluation

Try out NSX-T for Free

Scripts

vMotion to a specific VIF Script

Enables MAC Learning and Forged Transmit on a given PortGroup

TechZone/Hands-on-Labs

Gain experience with the Migration Coordinator through a hands-on-labs

Visit the TechZone to help understand automated migrations to NSX-T

Getting Started Hands-on Lab for NSX-T Data Center

Videos

Demo on NSX-T Migration Coordinator’s Automated Maintenance Mode

Demo of the VMware NSX-T Migration Coordinator

Using the NSX-T “V2T Migration Coordinator | Full Step by Step Instruction

VMworld

VMworld 2020 is the premier conference for VMware users. View the 
on-demand sessions about migrating to NSX-T from NSX-V.

• VCNC2863 Migrate to NSX-T from NSX Data Center for vSphere

• VCNC1150 Migrating from NSX for vSphere to NSX-T Data Center 
Using Migration Coordinator 

• VCNC1590 NSX Data Center for vSphere to NSX-T Migration:  
Real-World Experience

https://nsxninjas.podbean.com/e/nsxninjas-podcast-episode-0004-nsx-v-to-nsx-t-migrations-w-andrew-voltmer-nsx-product-manager/
https://nsxninjas.podbean.com/e/nsxninjas-podcast-episode-0004-nsx-v-to-nsx-t-migrations-w-andrew-voltmer-nsx-product-manager/
https://my.vmware.com/web/vmware/evalcenter?p=nsx-t-eval
https://github.com/samuelkommu/vc-samples/blob/main/vmotion.py
https://github.com/tvigneron/vc-script-repo/blob/main/enable_maclearning.py
http://labs.hol.vmware.com/HOL/catalogs/lab/8361
https://nsx.techzone.vmware.com/understand-automated-migration-nsx-t
https://www.vmware.com/try-vmware/nsx-t-hol-labs.html?int_cid=70134000001CV26&src=WWW_us_MY_VDyFhk91xutdZaSlcjN8
https://youtu.be/Zk-ijKL6_WA
https://youtu.be/RRvTk4T4FBU
https://youtu.be/dKXGInZSNcA
https://www.vmworld.com/en/video-library/video-landing.html?sessionid=1595433452907001NsGi
https://www.vmworld.com/en/video-library/video-landing.html?sessionid=15855412251330015jdz
https://www.vmworld.com/en/video-library/video-landing.html?sessionid=15855412251330015jdz
https://www.vmworld.com/en/video-library/video-landing.html?sessionid=1586537846168001TJW7
https://www.vmworld.com/en/video-library/video-landing.html?sessionid=1586537846168001TJW7


“SPJ Solutions was a great company to work with. They made the NSX-V to NSX-T 
migration very smooth with great communication throughout the entire project!”  

“While migrating from NSX-V to NSX-T, USANA struggled to find proper 
assistance from multiple vendors. On VMware’s recommendation, we worked 
with SPJ Solutions and were finally able to claim success using their cITopus 
tool for automation and lifecycle management of NSX.”

–   Phil Vancini, Senior Systems Engineer,  
The Donald J. Joseph Company

–   Keith Jensen, Network Engineer,  
USANA

“27 Virtual has been instrumental in our NSX-V deployment and subsequent 
migration to NSX-T. They provided complete services starting originally with 
education via the NSX Ninja Program, on-site workshops, design, deployment, 
configuration and validation. They have provided extensive support and knowledge 
transfer with their highly knowledgeable and patient experts. After the migration 
to NSX-T, 27 Virtual supported a complex reconfiguration of NSX-T to a completely 
new underlying network infrastructure across multiple Sites, and Data Centers. 
27 Virtual has been there whenever needed throughout the entire process. We 
highly recommend 27 Virtual for your NSX-V to T Migration needs.”

–   Indian River County Sheriff’s Office  
IT Department

Ease the Migration to NSX-T
Inside, you will discover:

• Automated tooling from VMware NSX and partners for migrating 
networking configurations

• How a sustainable, metal recycling company was able to improve 
business continuity with their migration

• How a federal government systems integrator implemented network 
automation and disaster recovery

• How a public utility company transformed their network design from 
traditional 3-tier to spine-leaf architecture

• Resources, examples, and checklists to help you plan your own migration
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